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INLUCETUA
Northern Lights
This year the days after Christmas found me leaving
the bosom of the family, with all its crumpled wrapping
paper, stollen for breakfast, and miscellaneous instances of
good cheer, to head north to Toronto for the MLA. Many
who read these lines know that those letters designate the
Modern Language Association, and that when one asks,
"Are you going to MLA?" one means, "Are you attending
the annual meeting of the largest group of college teachers
in this or any other universe?" For reasons which probably
do not bear scrutinizing, this meeting is always held in the
week between Christmas and New Year's, and always in a
large city, since it takes considerable resources to deal with
a crowd of over 12,000 visitors, every last one carrying a
Land's End attache.
No, that is a misstatement. Some people carried
quite expensive leather briefcases. The number of elbowpatched corduroy jackets-formerly a sure sign of a gathering of academics-has declined, as Crain's might say,
precipitously, as have the number of beards. Dark suits
with white shirts seem to be big for both men and women
doing the academic meeting routine. Very few spike heels,
very few shiny gold scarves, very few embroidered sweaters
or team jackets. Daytimers very much in evidence, and a
few laptop computers, though the yellow legal pad retains
its perennial popularity.
One could write, and plenty of columnists have, about
the frailties of academics, which become blazingly evident
at such gatherings. I actually admire the magnificent program book, with its thousands of sessions on what seem to
me genuinely exciting, intriguing, intelligent, quirky, significant, innovative, necessary topics on which literary types
are doing research. In an anthropological mood, one can
enjoy observing the hotel lobbies: the little gangs humming around the Big Names, the pairs of Big Names busily
whispering to each other and ignoring the little gangs
around them , the furtive couples, the standard enthusiastic meeting between two name-tagged attendees, each
checking the other's name tag while trying not to look as if
one were checking a name tag, and each simultaneously
looking out over the shoulder, in hopes of catching the eye
of some more interesting or useful contact. Yes, it is a fascinating time, but not fascinating enough to draw one from
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the familiar hearth at the best time of the year for festal
eating, napping and Monopoly. I was there for the real
business of the meeting. Our department was interviewing.
This process, since it occupies such a huge amount of
faculty time, ought to occupy a great deal of thought, but
I'm not sure it does. That is not to say that the process is
careless or irresponsible. In our case, four of us in the
department read through more than 250 applications,
then something over 50 dossiers, including letters of recommendation, teaching evaluations, samples of writing
from dissertations, course descriptions. At this point, we
made lists and summaries of top choices, selecting a number we thought we should interview at MLA. With the full
department's approval, we chose these 13, and in Toronto,
three of us spent an hour with each of those. Now, we've
chosen again, and there will be on-campus interviews, and
more meetings, negotiations, and presumably, at the conclusion, what is now known as the "hire."
The excruciating quality of all this was intensified for
me because I returned from Toronto to take up another
similar process on behalf of the Lilly Fellows Program in
Humanities and the Arts, and immediately started in on a
completely different box of file folders- about 150 of
them- for a similar process which will result in our committee's choosing two young people for two-year appointments at Valpo. So, I've just finished reading job
applications for about 400 young people, every one either
with a Ph.D. in hand, or within months of completion.
And that's for three positions.
During the past month, I've also written not a few
letters of recomendation for graduate school admission for
students of mine. But the realization has come over me
that something is very wrong with the picture. I may be an
academic, but I can be perceptive now and again. There is
not a very great need for college teachers in the humanities. A few years ago, people said there would be. But it
doesn't look to me as though 400 applicants for three positions (two of them only two-year appointments, remember)
goes very far toward demonstrating that. And the palpable
quality of anxiety, fear, discouragement, disillusion, and
downright sorrow in the elevators at Toronto makes the
conclusion the more inescapable.
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Without an exception, the thirteen young people we
interviewed in Toronto, when asked, "What motivated you in
the direction you've taken?" all replied in some version of
the following: in college, I had a wonderful teacher whose
teaching made studying literature/philosophy/history/writing/art/poetry/religion/language so exciting for me, who
was such a strong influence, who was exactly the kind of person I wanted to be-well, I just couldn't imagine doing anything else."
As I listened, and took notes, and tried to concentrate
on all the right things in these interviews, and as I tried to
shake off the gloom in the elevators, a truth seemed to grow
brighter and brighter in my mind. The profession (certainly
as it is represented by the MLA) is not going to change
direction. The graduate schools are cutting back admissions, but even they are not going to vote themselves out of
business. It is teachers who will have to make the difference.
We will have to stop inspiring so many of our students to follow our example.
But how can we break with a tradition that seems as old
as Socrates and Plato? Ask any teacher what she loves about
teaching, and somewhere in the next fifteen or twenty minutes will come the revelation, "I love seeing students get
excited about my subject," and, for the most honest, "I love
seeing students I am especially close to go into teaching."
This sense of the link-from teacher to student to teacher
to student-powerfully shapes the teaching profession, and
gives meaning to a work life too often deflated by pettiness
and endless demands on too little energy. One of the happiest of exclamations from around the faculty mailboxes: " a
note from a former student-he's just got a job at Euphoria
State!"
We will, I think, have to get more inventive, courageous, directive, imaginative and responsible when we sense
that students want to follow our example. We can help them
explore more carefully what it is they admire, or think they
admire about our work, or our way of living. I don't believe
that they think we have an easy life; rather, the students I'm
aware of think that our lives are good. We must give more
careful attention to other ways of living good lives, lives
where there is energy to expend in thought and in service.
Maybe teachers in schools with religious connections are
best placed to work at this, since our commitments to the
quality of our students' lives are already strong. Business as
usual is not a good idea, though, however much we might
like to think that bad times have bottomed out in Academe.
That's the light I saw in Toronto, and it doesn't look like
the end of the tunnel.
What young people have to give always encourages us,
though. They may just find another way to the top of the
mountain, and disregard the tunnel entirely. In this issue
are a number of fine things by recent graduates, though the
initial article comes from one of our most distinguished colleagues. May their hope and enthusiasm and imagination
light up the darkness for all of us.

Layoff
After the meeting in which
they gathered us like children
to tell us the news, we stood
in the parking lot and drove
it all away. Tim
unknowingly played the prophet,
bringing Steve a thirty pack
of Miller from the weekend,
and they unearthed it from the Escort's
trunk, popped the tabs, and toasted
to the past which hovered there.
Ernie, father of two, opened up
an office supply of candy and chips
and passed the tackle box convenience
store like communion to the group.
Monday, the day after
Halloween, All Saints' Day, our futures
hung to dry like laundry, and some
of us talk it off, others hide red eyes,
but all exchange addresses, good will
and thanks. They let the corporate strength
dissolve that day, but everyone
stood around and drank in the cold
November parking lot of unpaid cars.
We gathered like a church in full view
of the CEO's unwashed window
because we knew that it was 1993,
because we were made for wear,
and things like this would happen,
uncontrollably, over and over again.

Mike Chasar

Peace,
GME
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AFRICA N -AMERICANS WRIT ING ABOUT
SLAVERY AND RACE
Renu Juneja
S adie and Bessie Delany: Their lively, distinctively
African-American voices capture my attention on the
National Public Radio one day. Sadie is 104 and Bessie is
102. Their reflections on their remarkable lives, recorded
in a recently issued book called Having Our Say: The Delany
Sisters' First Hundred Years and offered in a sharp vignette on
this radio show, reveal resilient souls who have triumphed
over the burdens of race. There is no bitterness or rage,
no rankling sense of victimization even though they have
lived through the oppressive Jim Crow days of segregation.
The extremities of prejudice have been felt to the heart's
core; Bessie remembers the deep wounds of childhood,
those days when experience of racism made her go home
and sit on her bed and "weep and weep and weep, the tears
rolling down my face." Sadie remembers the deft
subversiveness that was the necessary means of survival and
success. She had received a letter requesting an interview
for a permanent job within the New York school system, a
job she was well qualified for, and had claimed a mix-up to
avoid the interview knowing that she would not get the job
if they had discovered that she was black. She had just
turned up for the first day of classes in an all-white high
school. "Once I was in," she says, "they could not figure
out how to get rid of me." So the two have survived, rather

Renu Juneja, whose work appears frequently in The Cresset,
writes often about literature and race, multicultural education,
and colonial literatures, particularly of the Caribbean. After many
years of full-time teaching in the VU Department of English, she
has recently begun to fill the position of Assistant Provost. She and
her husband, lawyer james Kingsland, co-teach a popular course
on literature and politics of the African continent.
This article arose from her participation last spring in the
Cresset Colloquium Spring 1993, on Race in America. Other
articles in this series were published in The Cresset, October,
1993, fJy participants john Feaster and Susan Kenyon.
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well I must say, to triumph over those "rebby boys," their
slang from the past for racist white men. Even more
surprisingly, they have survived as patriotic Americans:
"We were good citizens, good Americans. We loved our
country, even though it didn't love us back."
Sadie and Bessie Delany's reminiscences, which I look
forward to reading, highlight some crucial aspects of the
African-American experience, especially those that emerge
as central concerns in some recent African-American
fiction and memoirs. Let me frame these concerns in
terms of several questions : What was the texture, the
intimate dimension, of black lives during slavery and
segregation, those experiences and feelings seldom heard
or acknowledged by white America in the past? Why is it
necessary for black people to invoke this past? How has this
past shaped them? What is the nature of the relationship
between the African-American world- which sometimes
functions as an oppositional culture within mainstream
America-and the soul of this nation? And now let me
explore these concerns in greater depth through particular
reference to one of the two texts which formed the primary
readings for the Cresset symposium in the Spring of 1993,
Charlesjohnson's Middle Passage (1990).
That so much of contemporary African-American
and African-Caribbean literature continues to invoke the
past of slavery and segregation should not surprise us. I
remember reading at least ten slavery novels in the last five
years, all by writers still living; indeed, some of the most
powerful recent literature from the New World blacksincluding Paule Marshall's Praisesong for the Widow (1983),
Toni Morrison's Beloved (1987), Derek Walcott's Omeros
(1990), and Caryl Phillips' Cambridge (1992)--engages
significantly with slavery and its consequences. The
experience of slavery gives the advent of African-Americans
in the New World a unique character in this largely
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immigrant nation. This uniqueness is obvious but
nevertheless worth reasserting. Apart from the brutality,
the inhumanity, the degradation of slavery, this is the only
immigration where those arriving were forced to come
here and once here had no freedom to shape their destiny.
Those who fled religious persecution or famines may also
have been forced to leave, but they chose to come to
America and that choice was motivated by the possibility of
greater freedom from whatever oppression they were
fleeing. As we work on diversity plans on our campuses, as
we prepare ourselves for the changing demographics with
multicultural programs, as we open our arms and hearts to
a variety of ethnic minorities that now make the fabric of
American culture, we must not forget the special place that
African-Americans have in the conscience and culture of
this nation. Perhaps, only Native-Americans have a similar
claim. Other ethnic groups have been discriminated
against; others have a claim to justice and equality; but
although I am a member of a non-white minority group
which may benefit from these diversity plans, I can see how
these plans and initiatives can become yet another charter
to further disenfranchise African-Americans. When we
begin to beef up the statistics for minority hirings through
groups more eager to assimilate into mainstream America,
less "intransigent" and "difficult" than African-Americans,
diversity plans become merely another way to keep the
doors closed against those who evoke a racism more deepseated, more powerful than most other kinds
acknowledged by Americans. Some African-Americans
have argued that this particular variety of racism is what
bonds the other disparate groups together to provide
stability to an immigrant nation that might otherwise
Balkanize. For Derrick Bell, in Faces at the Bottom of the Well,
"racism is in a state of symbiosis with liberal democracy in
this country" (152), thus keeping black faces permanently
at the bottom of the well. Morrison speaks of a contempt of
blacks at the bonding experience of becoming American:
"Wherever they came from, they would stand together.
They could all say, 'I am not that.' So in that sense,
becoming American is based on an attitude; an exclusion
of me" ("The Pain of Being Black" 120).
There are other reasons why the defining experience
of slavery must be evoked so frequently. It is the crucible
through which the identity of black America has been
shaped. It is the source of strengths-the resilience, the
humor, the religion , the music, the oral luxuriance, the
capacity to subvert oppression through sly triumphs. But it
is also the source of pain-the continuing discrimination,
and what is more crippling than anything else, the selfcontempt from which even education and rage offer no
easy recovery. As Derrick Bell suggests, the remembrance
6

of slavery confronts the African-Americans squarely with
"the unbearable landscape and climate of that survival"
(198). It helps provide the resilience to continue doing
what black people "have had to do since slavery," to
continue to be engaged and committed, to continue to
"make something out of nothing. Carving out a humanity
for oneself with absolutely nothing to help-save
imagination, will, and unbelievable strength and courage.
Beating the odds while firmly believing in, knowing as only
they could know, the fact that all those odds are stacked
against them" (198).
Given this context, narratives of slavery, like Middle
Passage, become an important frame for exploring black
identity and black culture. This novel-part seafaring tale,
part a metaphoric exploration of the complicated
relationship between Americans of African descent and the
white Western culture-offers yet another instance of a
recurring preoccupation with history among a people who
have been denied a history and cut off from an ancestral
past. Here, as in Derek Walcott's Omeros or in Paule
Marshall's Praisesong for a Widow, the mental journey home
to Africa is a necessary dimension of self-healing, and the
recreation of history involves a form of deconstruction as
well as a form of reckoning. The infamous Middle Passage
of the triangular trade which commodified human bodies
becomes the metaphor for the troubled history of
encounters between people of Africa and people of
Europe.
Rutherford Calhoun , the rogue hero of this
picaresque novel, is a freed slave running away from the
oppressive goodness of his brother, whom he regards as
"shackled to subservience" through becoming a
"gentleman of color" (9). Rutherford will eventually
change his mind about Jackson, his brother, and about
Isadora who also wants to shackle him to respectability
through marriage. Among many other things, the novel is
also a bildungsroman, where life on the seamy side of New
Orleans and on the slave ship provides an education in the
school of life, as would be appropriate for a picaresque
hero. But, of course, Rutherford's flight from Illinois, and
later from New Orleans, is not merely a flight from
respectability. It represents also a well-founded rebellion
against the severely limited horizons of even a freed and an
educated black. Indeed, Rutherford and his brother offer
two well-established responses to slavery and racism which
have allowed African-Americans to preserve their selfworth: Jackson walks the high moral ground we now
associate with Martin Luther King Jr., a mode of behavior
so worthy that it subverts "each bigot's lie about blacks by
providing a countertext" (114). All blacks know of the
need to be extra worthy, for what would be tolerated and
The Cresset

forgiven among whites as a momentary and minor
individual failing will be seen as another instance of the
weakness of black character. Rutherford walks the road of
sedition, especially rebellion in the form of the subversive
undermining we now have learned to see in the stories of
the "signifying monkey," Brer Rabbit and the Anansi tales
of the Caribbean. C:haracteristic modes of behavior here
include petty theft, lying, "laziness," and deliberate foulups . Rutherford is the "crafty Negro, a shrewd black
strategist, " who can "work a prospective white employer
around, if he's smart, by playing poor mouth or greasing
his guilt with a hard luck story" (28). He leaves "signatures
of defiance: pooping amiddlemost a local politician's satin
pillow .. . or fabricating for his wife . . . a love letter from
their black chambermaid" (48). He lies deliberately, either
to mislead or merely for the comic results that ensue when
people act on his lies assuming their truth-"one of the few
forms of entertainment" available to slaves (90). And this
behavior, too, has been viewed out of context and seen as
yet another instance of the irredeemable black character.
The story of Rutherford's voyage in a slave ship back
to Africa reads like a tall tale, with all the trappings of a
mariner's yarn: mutiny, battle, strange creatures, horrible
storms. However, despite the strong marks of orality,
recapitulating the lively oral tradition within the black
community, the story, as it is given to us in Rutherford's
own words, is written down by him in the Captain's log
book. Captain Falcon, who caricatures some fundamental
aspects of Western capitalism, has ordered Rutherford to
record the truth, most especially to render it from Falcon's
perspective. That Rutherford chooses to write, that he
writes in the Captain's log book, and that he chooses to
write from his perspective-these facts are as significant as
the tale he tells. African-American literature begins as
autobiography, as slave narratives, with men and women
engaged in a self-creation as the first step to selfaffirmation. In letting Rutherford find his voice and self
through autobiographical writing, Johnson highlights an
important literary and cultural strategy, which , through the
a ct of authorship, both confers authority and
simultaneously subverts the authority of existing narratives
which have precluded the perspectives of AfricanAmericans. As Henry Louis Gates points out, such firstperson narratives offer the possibility of celebrating the
narrator's "self-transformation into subjects, subjects
defined by those who have gained voice" (Classic Slave xv).
In Western culture, power and authority belong to
those who write records, who write history, who write their
"story." The log book in which Rutherford writes is
ostensibly a factual account of events and observations; it is
a paradigmatic representation of several aspects of Western
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culture-the priority given to recorded truth, the priority
of fact (rationality) and observation over myth and feeling;
the consecration of the restless spirit of adventure and the
desire to dominate the natural world which leads these
intrepid men to sail the seas; the dominant capitalistic
impulse which shapes contact with other races for the
adventure is usually also a business venture. Lest we miss
these associations, Johnson underscores the emblematic
nature of this reenvisioning and rewriting by carefully
describing the other objects on the Captain's table which
surround the log book and thus define its function. "On
his table lay a gilded, ornamental Bible, a quadrant,
chronometer, spyglass, and the log book in which I now
write" (27). Commerce and science are wedded, and so
are commerce and religion in the Christianity of the
gilded Bible, and all these become the modalities of
subduing nature and beasts, particularly "beasts" of the
human variety. With superb irony, Johnson makes this log
book the vehicle of Rutherford's story, thus deliberately
drawing attention to the intertextuality of his narrative, and
to the purposes of this intertextuality. These are: to revise
earlier narratives that leave out the African-American
perspective, to revise the records of histories and the
compilation of facts, and to appropriate a literary tradition
(that of Rnbinson Crusoe, Ancient Mariner, and Benito Cereno)
which has hitherto excluded them but onto which the New
World story of blacks must now be grafted.
The ability to write and the ability to create literary
traditions are deemed the high marks of a superior
civilization. These were often the counters by which
Africans and Americans of African descent were judged to
be inferior. For Hegel, for instance, the absence of writing
in Africa deprived Africans of self-consciousness, threw
them outside the pale of history, and alienated them from
the essence of humanity. Hence the strategic importance
of writing for those trying to assert themselves into history
and to identify themselves as subjects of their own histories.
Writing is the sign of reason and of the highest human
attributes. Most commentators of sl~ve narratives have
established the correlation between the ability to write and
freedom. In his analysis of Douglass's autobiography,
Gates writes, "Douglass is our clearest example of the will to
power as the will to write. The act of writing for the slave
constituted the act of creating a public, historical self, not
only for the individual but also the self, as it were, of the
race" (Figures 108).
The act of writing is not only empowering, it is also
cathartic. It allows for a coming to terms with the lost past
and lost origins. As Rutherford confesses, "I have no past
... At least that's how I have always felt. When I look
behind me, for my father, there is only emptiness" (160).
7

On one level, this refers to the disruption of the family
during slavery and to the abiding consequences of this
disruption, for, as some sociologists argue, AfricanAmerican family structures continue to replicate the family
structures necessitated during slavery, which include the
absence of the male and the predominance of femaleheaded households. But on another and metaphoric level,
for the book constantly moves back and forth between the
literal and the metaphoric, the emptiness is the loss of
ancestry for a whole group of people. It is the Mrica that
has been left behind; it is voices of the past that haunt the
present and must be created through writing and thus laid
to rest. Rutherford meditates on his motives for writing: "I
returned to recording all I could remember, first as a
means to free myself from the voices in my head" ( 189).
He also turns to it compelled by "a need to transcribe and
thereby transfigure all we had experienced and somehow
through all this I found a way to make my peace with the
recent past [and, for Johnson, the remote past] by turning
it into Word" (190).
Johnson's back to Mrica motif, however, is carefully
modulated to avoid any simplistic notions of search for
roots. While the metaphoric return may be an essential
part of self-healing, the return reveals the impossibility of
really returning and of the need to accept the
Americanness of Mrican-Americans as much as the need to
validate the Mrican ancestry. In Middle Passage, the slave
ship steered by Captain Falcon is offered to us as a symbol
of the young American republic. Not fortuitously, it is
named the Republic, and it is described as a process rather
than as an artifact, a thing that changes in its journey and
has to be rebuilt (36). Falcon himself is described in terms
that epitomize young America: "expansive ... eager to
push back frontiers .. . taking, if need be, what was not
offered" (50).
"Who am I?" Rutherford's answer to this question
must be achieved through the painful recognition that he
is bonded to Falcon and to all that Falcon represents, not
merely because he has been a bondsman but also because
of the recognition that he has been shaped and molded by
this contact with the West. The metaphor through which
this is thematized in the novel is that of a ring handed by
Falcon to Rutherford, so that Rutherford comes to see
himself as married to Falcon. But if Rutherford must
recognize that parts of himself resemble Falcon, he must
also deal with those elements within him which align him
in opposition to Falcon. In the mutiny that breaks out
during the return voyage, Rutherford acknowledges a
conflict of loyalties. Other Mrican-American writers have
written of this self-division. W.E.B. DuBois had termed this
the "double consciousness" endemic to the black
experience: "It is a peculiar sensation, this double
consciousness . . . One ever feels his twoness-an
8

American, a Negro, two souls, two thoughts, two
unreconciled strivings ... longing to attain self-conscious
manhood" (45). Middle Passage elaborates on the elements
of this conflict; however, instead of a realistic
representation of the conflicting polarities within black
culture in America, Johnson opts for an elaborately
rendered contrast between the West and the non-West.
The captured Mricans on the slave ship, the Allmuseri,
embody this non-Western inheritance of Rutherford.
However, Johnson sets out to make the Allmuseri
representative of more than merely the Mrican ancestry of
the New World blacks and he does so for at least three
good reasons.
Since much of the Mrican past has been lost, since
what survives has been altered and transmuted in the New
World, Johnson wisely sidesteps the debate about what
precisely are the surviving African characteristics of
American blacks. Secondly, he also wisely avoids any naive
generalizations about the Mrocentric perspective which
have become popular among a certain group of MricanAmerican scholars who use the somewhat controversial
clai.ms made by Cheikh Anta Diop in his Civilization or
Barbarism: An Authentic Anthropology. While Diop's book
provides a much needed corrective to Western claims
about Greece as the cradle of world civilization, it errs in
the other direction by claiming Egyptian culture as entirely
Mrican in source and values. The Mrocentric perspective
has been identified as valuing the communal as against the
individual and as merging the material and the spiritual.
While there is some truth to such claims, they run the
danger of oversimplification, and of ignoring the fact that
similar statements can be made about other cultures and
even Europe before the Renaissance. There is, of course, a
contrast to be made between the values of post-Renaissance
Europe and many agrarian, traditional cultures. In
depicting the Allmuseri as an amalgam of races and
cultures (for instance, they are described in ways that
clearly associate them also with India), but contrasting in
all respects with some salient aspects of Western culture,
Johnson can achieve his critique without the danger of
being dismissed for making untenable claims. Thirdly, in
conceiving of the Allmuseri in generic and synthetic terms,
Johnson is able to set up a wide-ranging dialectic between
opposing attitudes and values. The values and attitudes
embodied in Falcon are similarly generic, but now
traditionally associated with the West, and the exaggerated
caricature serves, in a Swiftian fashion, to focus on the
salient ideas which might otherwise get subordinated to the
power of the story.
Thus, in Falcon, whose name invokes the predatory
bird which flies high, is epitomized the "Icarian man," the
explorer, the builder of empires, driven by desire to leave
The Cresset

his mark on the world (148, 29) . Physically a dwarf, he is
an overachiever compensating for his bodily shortcomings.
All his superb capacities of reason and will, however, end
up serving economic interests . Falcon hungers for
experience, thus even reducing life to a commodity, "a
thing we could cram into ourselves" (38). He is driven by a
desire to achieve perfection, to be fully self-reliant. He is
wedded to a dualistic conception of the universe and
believes in, as well as thrives on, conflict. The world, for
him, is divided into subject and object, and this, of course,
is the basis of both the triumphs and limitations of
empirical science, soaring above "contingency, accident . ..
but adrift from the laws and logic of the heart" (148).
Rutherford finds himself pitying Falcon but in that also
pitying "ourselves" because "whether we liked it or not, he
had changed a people simultaneously for the better and
worse, made himself the silent prayer in all the projects to
come. A cruel kind of connectedness, this" (144).
Marriage is the appropriate metaphor because of the
intimacy which leads to merging of identities, for as is said
of long-married couples, they come to resemble each
other. Marriage is also the pertinent image because it leads
to change that has both good and bad aspects (for better
or for worse).
With the Allmuseri, too, Rutherford feels kinship, but
the Allmuseri are more like the "Ur-tribe of humanity" (61)
who represent the harmonious world we all have left
behind, a world which God still inhabits. They "are so
incapable of abstraction [that] no two instances of 'hot'
and 'cold' were the same for them" (61). 'The failure to
experience the Unity of Being was the Allmuseri vision of
Hell" (65). The essence of things is not to be captured and
hence their language avoids static nouns. It is, therefore,
not "a good language for doing analytic work," and the
Allmuseri have no empirical science (78). Opposing the
grandiose self-assertions of Falcon is the tribal behavior of
the Allmuseri-so ritualized that "it virtually rendered the
single performer invisible" (166). We can see what johnson
is trying to achieve in the Allmuseri. He is attributing to
th e m, without an y regard for realism and historical
veracity, a fairly coherent metaphysic which is carefully
structured to be at odds with the Western one. The effect
is to decenter Western values and to make available an
alternative perspective which helps us to interrogate the
values we tend to take for granted.
Who or what are the blacks of the New World? 'Was
I not," asks Rutherford, "as a Negro in the New World, born
to be a thief?" (4 7). Bereft of their own world, the blacks
must find themselves inheritors of a world which they have
not made themselves. Even in the language they speak,
they can smell the "odor of other men" (47). Standing on
the outside of the Western world in this sense and in
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others, they can easily feel a despairing sense of alienation
from America and a lack of inner confidence. "As if
everything of value lay outside me," thinks Rutherford.
There is no authentic self within because what reside
within are "fragments" of other people (162). Two kinds of
dispossession are in operation here. The slaves were forced
to live as parasites in a culture whose major structures they
had not made. But even when they and their descendants
did contribute, their contributions were and are belittled
or not acknowledged. The education they were and are
subjected to perpetuates feelings of inferiority. Black
writers have decried this particular acculturation for a long
time. In 1933, Charles G. Woodson wrote of The MisEducation of the Negro, crying out against an educational
process which "depresses and crushes at the same time the
spark of genius in the Negro by making him feel that his
race does not amount to much and never will measure up
to the standards of other people" (xiii) . These sentiments
are not uncommon in the black community even today. In
the Caribbean, the dislocations of identity have been even
more acute, primarily because history and national
allegiance have, under colonial rule and exacerbated by
colonial education, been both artificial and fragmented.
The metropolis, whether London or Paris, defined all that
was of value, so that the slaves were acculturated into
norms that had little relevance to their life in the
Caribbean. Frantz Fanon has recorded the feelings of
colonial West Indians of African descent, who, when they
came to Africa during the second World War , saw
themselves as absolutely distinct from Africans, as
descendents of Europe rather than of Africa, who rightfully
shared the European contempt for Africa (Black Skin, White
Masks).
This double or multiple consciousness need not,
however, be a handicap. The "indebtedness" as Rutherford
calls it, is a means of linking him to others (163). Thus,
Johnson suggests through Rutherford that AfricanAmericans must move beyond the apprehension of
discontinuities to an affirmation their of mosaic
inheritance. The journey of the New World Africans,
through the terrifying Middle Passage and into the present,
has irreversibly changed them and made them into
"cultural mongrel [s]" (187). But if this is a loss, it is also a
gain. This, then, is the "strangeness and mystery of black
life" in America ( 179)-that despite the brutality and
degradation of the past, and despite the deprivations of the
present, the vision is not an entirely negative one. The
Caribbean Walcott is even more assertive of the gains from
what he calls the "polygot ... ferment" of the Caribbean.
The negative connotations of a mongrelized culture must
be laid to rest through celebration of the creative potential
of mixed inheritances ("The Antilles" 28).
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Hence, there is little use for reverse racial hatred, no
desire to dismantle the master's house. Johnson is not
recreating the world of slavery in order to stoke the fires of
racial outrage. In some ways, the most unlikable character
in the novel is not the cruel and arrogant Falcon, but Papa
Zeringue, the black lord of the underworld profiting from
black crime, and, what is unforgivable, investing in the
slave trade for profit. Despite the history of victimization,
these are people who want to take charge of their destiny.
And part of this destiny is this complicated relationship
with America. The novel moves toward a climax which
acknowledges this very complicated relationship and the
varieties of love it engenders. Rutherford comes to
recognize that there is nothing wrong in his brother's
being bound to Reverend Chandler, the master and
reluctant slave owner, in love. He also comes to recognize
that it is possible for a descendent of slaves to love America:
"If this weird, upside-down caricature of a country called
America ... this cauldron of mongrels from all points of
the compass-was all I could rightly call home, then aye: I
was of it ... Do I sound like a patriot? Brother, I put it to
you: What Negro, in his heart (if he's not a hypocrite), is
not?" (179).

As my earlier reference to Walcott indicates, Johnson
is not alone in emphasizing the hybrid nature of the
identity of New World blacks and the positive potential of
this hybridity. Indeed, most of the contemporary writers of
African descent both accept the mixed ancestry and
actively celebrate the hybridity as the very source of energy
of their culture and community. How else can we explain
the patriotism of the Delany sisters who, even as they
clearly register the inhospitality of America toward these
forced immigrants, continue to love America as their home
and as an integral element of their identity? And the
conclusion is not different in Derrick Bell's searing study of
racism in America which otherwise offers a very pessimistic
conclusion: Racism is permanent. ''We shall overcome" is
an unrealistic dream (199). Nevertheless, the struggle
must continue, and here. In Bell's visionary chapter,
"Afroantica Awakening," an island home especially
hospitable to blacks rises mysteriously out of the sea. When
the whites land on the island, they are choked and
suffocated, but the blacks flourish and find the climate
remarkably invigorating. But the island sinks in sight of
the first immigrant ship. The moral is clear: there is no
other home.
In Derek Walcott's Omeros, Achille's mental journey
back to Mrica is also linked to recovery of identity and selfhood. It begins only after he asks himself "who he was"
and when he questions "his name and its origins" (130).
Certainly Achille goes home to Mrica. When he sees the
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Mrican dances, he recognizes them. 'That was how they
danced at home." The music is the same, the "response
from the blurring ankles. The same, the same" (143). But
recognizing Mrica as home, he also registers that home is
elsewhere, in the Caribbean. So he feels "homesick/ for
the history ahead, as if its proper place/lay in
unsettlement" ( 140). )'he poem insists that the blacks of
the New World accept the change that has occurred.
Indeed, this new, synthesizing culture, its beauty suggested
through the metaphor of the metamorphosing coral which
builds itself through slow accretion of everything that it
comes in contact with, becomes the ground of Walcott's
claim that Achille, the people of the Caribbean and the
New World blacks are worth the song of his epic.
In Paule Marshall's Praisesong, Avey, the widow for
whom the praise song is crafted, also heals herself by
reaffirming her Mrican inheritance as the source of her
community's culture and its strength. Marshall's novel is
strongly premised upon a conflict between Western middle
class values of contemporary America (including those of
the Mrican-American middle class which has successfully
assimilated) and the values of strongly African
communities like those that once existed in the rural
backwaters of the American South, and still exist in the
Gullah of North Carolina and in the Caribbean island of
Carriacou. But even here, the healing reconnection to the
slave past does not demand an absolute rejection of
European conceptions. Marshall endorses the possibility of
black people keeping their feet in both cultural systems, of
forging a synthetic culture.
These brief references to Bell, Walcott, and Marshall
will support my assertion that we are dealing here with a
commonalty of convictions that run across the spectrum of
black voices. The Mrican-American struggle for identity
and self-assertion must include what George Lamming, the
West Indian novelist, has called "the backward glance," a
recovery of the past and of the Mrican connection. Leroi
Jones changes his name to Amiri Baraka; other MricanAmericans have begun celebrating Kwanzaa as an
alternative to Christmas. Mrican cloth, Mrican head ties,
Mrican hairstyles color the attire of many American blacks.
These are important symbolic gestures and must be
understood in the context of the crisis induced by the
denigration of black people and their culture. For the
majority American culture, the value of these assertions of
a distinct Mrican-American identity lies in the enlargement
of our horizons. As the world moves toward the
interdependence of the global village, the presence of
Mrican-Americans, as of other assertive ethnic groups,
sensitizes the majority to the need for accommodation. The
Mrican-Americans, who, despite segregation, have lived in
greater contact with the majority culture than many of the
The Cresset
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other minority groups, have also provided and continue to
provide a salutary challenge to the insularity of vision of
the dominant culture. As they gain a voice and a more
visible presence among us through their writing and other
forms of self-expression, they prick the nation's soul.
Yet, however necessary this backward glance, it
cannot be merely fetishistic or retrograde. Marcus Garvey's
back to Mrica movement was a stage in a process. Today,
the Mrican-Americans writing about race remain focused
on defining cultural and social possibilities within.America.
Baraka still writes in English and in that sense belongs
inescapably to a literary tradition which is Western in
origins and attitudes. He can subvert the tradition but he
can never fully disown it. The scholar wha.now calls
himself Molefi Kete Asante continues to live in- America,
not Ghana, and conducts his scholarly career, not in Akan,
but in American English. The penultimate chapter of Bell's
Faces at the Bottom of the Well uses a haunting simulation to
articulate the sense of despair shared by black people
about their possibilities in America. A mammoth flotilla of
space ships arrives one day with a group of space traders
who bring everything America wants : gold, special
chemicals for unpolluting the environment, a totally safe
nuclear engine. In return they ask for only one thing: All
the African-Americans living in the United States. A
national debate ensues, but in the end the nation accepts
the bargain and the blacks are forced to leave at gunpoint.
'There was no escape, no alternative. Heads bowed, arms
now linked by slender chains, black people left the New
World as their forebears had arrived" (194). Perhaps this
extremity of pessimism is not shared by many blacks. But
even those like Derrick Bell who have concluded that
racism is a permanent feature of America find it possible to
move "beyond despair" as the title of the epilogue to his
book indicates. The strength to do so is, as well, a legacy of
the past: "Our enslaved ancestors managed to retain their
humanity as well as their faith that evil and suffering were
not the extent of their destiny .. . In these perilous times,
we must do no less than they did: fashion a philosophy that
both matches the unique dangers we face, and enables us
to recognize in those dangers opportunities for committed
living"(195). As Mrican-American writers demonstrate
over and over again, the ability to devise opportunities for
humane and committed living in the present rest to a great
extent on being able to come to terms with the past. A
novel like Johnson's Middle Passage represents one such
attempt to resurrect the past, and thus lay it to rest, while
paradoxically and simultaneously revealing how the past
continues to operate in the present. 0
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SILENCE IN THE CITY
Kevin C. Lindamood

What's striking is the silence:
The silence between concrete and cars; diagonally
between pavement and the solemn steeples of churches;
between flesh and cold cardboard appliance boxes; the
first, the second, the last hunger pang and a bowl of beans,
a chunk of bread; between the day's first drink, the first
needle in the arm, and the next and the next and the next;
between the Mission where Darwin wrote the rules and the
steel steam grate around the corner where comfort is
relative; between rent check and eviction when filled
appliance boxes are thrown down the stairs, out the
window to the street at 6:30 in the morning, to the corner
for scavengers who survive off the bottom layer of the city.
How there can be a silence in this city is a question as
open as a cold alleyway where wind feeds on garbage and
ash , breathes the soot, where drunk men retreat-green
bottles stuffed hastily in blue coat pockets-to pee. No,
there are no easily accessible public restrooms in the city.
On the street, one lives in the shit-literally.

Kevin Lindamood is a 1993 VU graduate, presently working
with Healthcare for the Homeless in Baltimore, as a member of
Lutheran Volunteer Corps. During his undergraduate years, he
co-edited The Lighter, worked with Soul Purpose, VU's chancel
drama troupe, appeared in a number of mainstage and
Underground Theatre productions, and spent a semester in China.
Though many people taught him about writing, he credits
Kathleen Mullen and Walter Wangerin, Jr. as his strongest
influences.
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"I don't know," Tim answers to no question in
particular. He paces, hovers and paces. Clothes, washed
and dried only by the wind and rain, hang on his tall, thin
frame like the food or vomit that clings to each follicle of
his beard; he's fed by businessmen and well-intentioned
college students, done always in passing, always somewhat
removed like children tossing peanuts to monkeys in the
zoo-the thrill of watching the caged beast crack the shell
to devour the flesh underneath. "I don't know. I really
don't know."
Once Tim told me. Once he showed me a window in
which to frame his situation. He was living with his wifeyears and years ago-on the South Side, working, paying
the bills. The call came in the evening from the police
asking him to come to the morgue to identify the stabbed
and beaten body of his dead wife. He went. He identified.
Mterwards, he went to a bar-and hasn't stopped drinking
since. Just as suddenly as it had been opened, he slammed
the window shut.
Today Tim paces outside the clinic where he comes
for money and seizure medication, his feet cold and
purple-his shoes have been stolen. The third time in
three days.
''Where are your shoes, Tim?"
"I don't know, I don't know, I don't know." The answer
repeating, metronomic.
"What about the money we gave you yesterday?"
"I don't know. I had it. I did. He gave it to me. But
it's gone. It is. It really is. I really don't know."
And it's true, in the fullest sense. Tim doesn't
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know-brain damaged from alcohol and numerous blows
to the head when the more physically abled bash him over
the skull with pipes or sticks to steal his money, steal his
shoes, steal his clothing. It's "natural" isn ' t it? This feeding
off little ones? Any zoo would confirm the practice: the
field mouse fed to the boa constrictor. The Baltimore
aquarium features a shark exhibit this season. Feeding
time draws quite a crowd.
Today, Tim stops me in the lobby. He ' s out of
character: lucid, sober, philosophical.
"How ya doing today, Tim?"
"Oh, Alright. Alright. Alright. " For the first time, I
catch the blue of his eyes. "Let me know if I'm bothering
you, though," he urges. '"Cause I don't know. I don't know
if I am or not."
"No, Tim, you're not bothering me."
"But just tell me if I am. 'Cause I don't know. Every
day I come down here. Every day. To get my medicine and
a few dollars. Just a few dollars. 'Cause I need these things.
But I don't want to be bothering you. I don ' t want to be a
pest. Sometimes I feel like I bother people." For the first
time I feel a connection-the realization, while looking at a
boarded-up hole in the ground, that a person has fallen
through to the bottom of the well. For the first time, I see
into his silence.
'Just tell me if I'm bothering you," he continues.
"Cause I don't know when it hits. Sometimes-just when
I'm walking down the street-! don't know my name. I
don't know where I am, where I live. Sometimes, and this
scares the hell out of me, sometimes I don't know who I am. "
I bite my lower lip and retreat behind my desk for the
tears to come. Every day we see it. One Tim. Two Tims. A
thousand Tims. But no, we're not conditioned to say
anything about it, much less cry. No , don ' t cry. You
mustn't cry. Even when you feel like screaming, like
breaking the flesh of your knuckles against the rough brick
of the wall in the alleyway. Don't cry.
Tim, too, is caught in the silence-an unsuspected
bear-trap on his leg, its teeth carved into flesh-between
chronic alcoholism and Adult Protective Services whose
name seems, sometimes, a misnomer.
What's frightening is the silence. She can swallow
souls whole.

0
The call comes in early. Two young, frightened men
in the lobby-signing themselves up for substance abuse
treatment-frightened with that deep down stomach kind
of fright that churns, urgent, immediate. Something has
upset them greatly.
One confides to a staff member-a situation that
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obligates us to respond: he was getting high, smoking-up,
in a third-floor abandoned apartment on the city's west
side. The supplier says: 'Hey, you wanna see a dead baby? '
and this isn't the movies, this isn't Stand by Me. The movie
is history; River Phoenix is dead. This stuff is real and both
guys say they saw it, both say they smelled it and it's warm
outside, piping a heat that makes dead bodies fester.
The social worker rolls her eyes toward me, indicating
that there are probably a few cars missing from this guy's
garage. But that's O.K Perhaps all of us are at least a few
cents short of a dollar.
Police. Questions. Investigations. The usual follows.
The guys don't want to be identified, don't want to show
their faces in that neighborhood-and that's
understandable, recommended. They're taken to the
station to wait it out and to answer questions. Two of us go
to the site with the police to advocate on behalf of the
clients, to make certain their rights aren't swallowed, to
make sure they aren't "accidentally" chosen as suspects.
When we're young, our parents warn us of all sorts of
things. They tell us what neighborhoods are best to avoid,
which individuals not to use as models. My mother always
poked fun at my choice in clothing, told her friends she
had taken in a homeless kid for the winter, told me the
mistake in identity was easy to make.
Here I'm mistaken nearly every other day. Last week
a client shoves me forcefully out of the way: "No, I'm next
in line, I'm next. You have to wait!" A few days ago, a
suited representative taps me on the shoulder to ask the
name of my case worker. His eyes sink when I identity
myself as the caseworker and call the next client to the desk.
Even at the Department of Social Services, as I escort a
homeless woman to apply for benefits, a worker fires
questions in my direction: "Haven't you already applied
here before? You look familiar. What are you doing, trying
to apply again?" As always, I identifY myself, and, as always,
the person laughs a little nervous laugh and apologizes:
"Oh, I'm sorry." And, I must admit, I get quite a hearty
belly laugh out of it myself. But what the hell kind of
reason do you have to apologize? Learn not to judge a nut
by its shell whether it's safely piled in a basket or scattered
on the ground. Learn this, yes. But no, don't apologize.
It would make my mother laugh, too: this mistaken
identity. In fact, we joke about it often. Clients and I
chuckle over it all the time. But the joke loses its humor
when I can go home at night, take off my oversized boots
and soak my feet in the tub; the laughter subsides when I
turn in my ripped sweaters and flannel shirts for flannel
sheets and pull the covers over my face and sigh.
When I'm standing next to the police, waiting to find
the baby, next to a known crack-house, in the middle of a
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neighborhood on the wrong side of the tracks, the
onlooking eyer-popping out of porches and windows like
stars, first two, then four, then thousands-probe hard to
crack my identity. My imagination wanders back to
Magnum, P.L and Hill Street Blues. I'm undercover, casing
the joint. Then, the shows were way past my bedtime,
except for those few occasions-mother at a meeting~
when I'd stay up late with father. But now, walking around
to the back of the house, I can't change the channel nor
wander into the kitchen for a late-night snack. We enter
the house and climb the stairs.
It hits me. Somewhere between the second flight of
stairs and the third floor as I'm ducking behind four
policemen, guns drawn, the fist in the throat loosens, the
fingers relax, and I think to myself: lVhat a fine mess you've
gotten yourself into. lVhat the hell are you doing here, you idiot?
You're a philosophy major. You studied 'Being. ' You spent four
years in a classroom talking about what it is "to be" and now
you 're working with a population who knows perfectly well that
they "are." Hard cement, crowded shelters, biting weather remind
them every single day that they "are." What a delight to
contemplate what it would be like not-to-be, if only for a moment.
You didn't study self-defense or baby biology. You never took
Entering Crackhouses 101 or How to Avoid Getting Your Face
Blown Off, level 457. You don 't belong here.
And then we get to the top of the steps and
everything is arranged as we had been told: refrigerator
just around the corner, bedroom on the right, bathroom
on the left, free-standing tub in the bathroom under which
should be found ...
The policemen move to check it out, mumbling softly
to each other. I hear one of them say "... up on the roof'
and I feel like breaking into the Motown classic just to f'ase
the tension: when this old world starts getting me down . .. but
think better of it when one officer kneels down next to the
tub. He reels back from the stench, nods to another
officer, puts on those huge gloves construction workers use
to remove asbestos, reaches under the tub and produces
the decomposed skeleton of a dead cat. A cat. The
witnesses were high; the light was probably dim. They
smelled the stink, saw the skull and believed whatever they
were told. A DAMNED CAT! Cats go meow, babies go
waaa. Cats get fat, lounge around and sleep alot. Babies,
we say, have more potential. Then again, a baby born in a
crack house probably has potential quite similar to that of a
cat: limited indeed.
Not one of us belongs here: not me, not the police
officers, not the crackhouse nor the dead cat, not the clinic
nor even Tim, probably still pacing around with purple
feet. Homelessness, substance abuse, corrupt officials and
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bad city. policy: none of these things belong any more than
groups or individuals .who work to stop them. And as soon
as we admit that they do belong-as sure as the sun or the
sea and the sky-we duck responsibility. They exist,
certainly. But we should have known from the beginning
that they don't belong. lVhat a fine mess we've gotten ourselves
into. We can ask "How?" but it's too late to ask how. We
can ask ''Why?" but it's too late for that, too. Tim doesn't
know and· tells me so several times before I even ask the
question: "I don't know. I don't know. I really don't
know."
' 0

Then there's Terry. I can't forget Terry. What would
I do if I ever forgot Terry? You can find him on the streets
after the first of the month-after he's blown his SSI check
on a monthly binge of wine, women and song. Slowly
dying from HIV, leaving the streets would probably kill him
faster than the weather. Oh, he's been approved for
subsidized housing, almost had the key in his hand. But he
turned it down at the last ·second-! suspect in fear. The
streets are safer for Terry, less threatening. He went down
with me to the memorial service last month, stayed briefly,
payed his respects to the 64+ men and women who died
homeless on the streets of Baltimore in the last couple
years. He probably knew many of them. Sadly, he will
probably join them soon.
I knew one of the names, helped to clip the name
onto a steel cage built over a steam grate. The city spent
seven thousand dollars to build the cage-to keep people
from staying warm in front of the businesses. The man
whose name I knew died the day after Thanksgiving after
signing himself out of the hospital. They found him dead
in his van. The van had been his home for years. As a
child, this man was an orphan. The woman who had been
his foster-sister years and years ago showed up at the
memorial service. She cried.
Terry carries three different translations of the Bible
in his green duffel bag and will spend an entire day
reading and contrasting and comparing. "I just can't
figure it out," he'll say in greeting. 'Tell me, what do you
think of that Bible?" He goes weekly to three or four
church services in the area and shares stories of the latest
argument with a city preacher. We could spend days, if we
had the time, talking about his latest theory, his latest
argument, his most recent bout with angel or devil. "Ah,
God's just playing with us," Terry says sometimes in
frustration. "It's a joke, it's all just a joke." Sometimes, I
tend to think he's right. I write the following for Terry:
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Dancing relatively close to our own small planet in
this vast spiral galaxy in which we make our home can be
found a tribe of children living within the cracks and
craters on the dark side of the moon.
Trust me. I'm telling you stories.
The children of the moon are the children of the
dance. They dance and they dance. The dance unites and
connects; it informs and instructs. Examine a baby boy and
his feet will already be moving to the rhythms of the dance.
But try as you might and you'll never find an instructor.
No university has ever been constructed in which to learn
its steps and rhythms. Question a moonchild and she will
not even realize that she is dancing. They dance to live and
live to dance. For the dance is all they know.
Recently, with one of his many direct questions, Terry
asked why I do what I do. "I just don't get it. Why you
helping me out here, anyway?" I bounced a question right
back at him and asked if he still knew how to dance.
Laughing, he dropped his bag, threw his arms into the air
and stepped a beautiful jig.
Such is a question that all of us in any sort of social
service field run across sooner or later either from other
people or from our own minds after self examination.
Why? The questio~ from others: often followed by the
mark of punctuation that attempts to hook, to dig down to
some underlying motive . . The question from ourselves,
that if left alone will boil-up and sit and burn. Why? Terry,
Tim, I don't know. I just don't know.
Too often the question arises and too often we
struggle with, or even feel obligated to provide, an answer.
Our answers are usually wordy, usually miss the point and
often have something to do with God or "helping" or
"giving back" or "giving up ." I often wonder how a
moonchild would answer the question.
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We are, or ought to be, each of us, dancers. We
dance to live and live to dance. We heal to live and live to
heal. And when one is not free to live in the dance due to
a social system or general human negligence, it is up to
those who do dance to set others free so that they might
dance-so that they might live. It is up to those who do
dance to feed others, not for "charity" or money or reward
or recognition, but only because we know that others are
hungry; to bring drink only because we know that others
are thirsty. The Fisher King reminded us of that one .
(Again.) That movie is now history, too.
Ask a moonchild why she dances and if she even
understands the question; I doubt she could find the
words. Or perhaps that's a question no longer worthy of
answer.
I showed this to Terry last week and he looked at it
for a long time, asked the meaning of a few words and
phrases, turned the paper around and around in his hands.
Then he handed it back to me. "It would be better if you
ripped this up," he said. And he wandered away clicking
his heels.

0

I write these closing words on a sad day. A manmany of us knew him-died on the streets of Baltimore:
froze to death: dead. They found him this morning. No, it
wasn't Terry or Tim, although it could have been. Yetta
Adams froze to death in the right spot, I suppose. Die
outside the HUD building and the powers that be · are
appalled. Die under a parking garage, down a back alley,
in an abandoned house, in the gutter, shielded from the
cameras, the reporters, the press, the public, this morning,
the next morning, a thousand mornings from now and
remain alone, unnoticed, swallowed by the silence. 0
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Review Essay:

WHERE IS ART?

DAVID

Novr.tz' BouNDARIES
Andrew Fields

David Novitz, The Boundaries ofArl. Temple University
Press, 1992. 296 pp.
Picture this: a world "in which gold changes hands
for many thousands of dollars. Suppose, too, that in this
world whole economies rise and fall on the availablity of
gold, that people hoard and steal and invest in gold, that in
times of war, treasuries are looted for their gold." Not very
hard to picture, is it? But imagine furthermore that the
people in this world firmly deny that "gold has any
influence in their lives, their behavior, or on their political
processes at large. Gold, it is maintained, ought to be
separate from life" (1). This is a strangely paradoxical
world; indeed, the inconsistency between what is actually
the case and what the people think to be the case about the
role of gold in their lives is almost too far-fetched for us to
believe.
Yet, David Novitz claims, such a world is not unlike
our own with regard to our thinking about art and the
actual role that art plays in our lives. As he sees it,
"something has gone very badly wrong with our thinking
about the arts" (1). The Boundaries Of Arl is his thoughtful
attempt to right some of those wrongs. Simply put, what
Novitz does in his book is offer example after example of
how and to what extent art and life intersect, a project
which to his knowledge has not been adequately
undertaken before but which is altogether necessary to
remedy our thinking about the relationship of art and life.
But why have these boundaries arisen? Certainly this
is a puzzling question, especially if we tentatively grant
Andrew Fields, arginally from Colorado, graduated from VU with
a degree in philosophy in 1993. This essay was originally
produced under the direction of his advisor, Professor Tom
Kennedy, Book Review Editor ofThe Cresset. Andrew is currently
teaching English in japan.
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Novitz the validity of his thesis, namely, that art and life are
actually in so many ways fundamentally intertwined. In
response to this question, Novitz puts things in historical
context, suggesting that the seed of the distinction lies "in a
growing tendency at the time of the Renaissance and
beyond to distinguish the fine arts from other arts and
skills and to see them as a group of skills that have no
bearing on, or relation to, the issues of everyday life " (2).
Emphasized again at the end of the nineteenth century,
this tendency has inclined us to view the fine arts as '" high '
art, which retains its artistic integrity or purity by refusing
altogether to attend to the issues that concern people in
their daily lives. This task is left to the so-called popular
arts" (2). Furthermore, aesthetic theory during much of
the twentieth century (which has argued for the existence
of an aesthetic value entirely pure of economic, religious,
political, intellectual, gender or moral values), has in
Novitz's view, been an effort to defend this narrow view of
the arts. And although challenged and defeated in recent
years, the view that art should exist for its own sake and
that our appreciation of a work of art must not concern
itself with things which exist outside of the work, is still a
highly influential one, not only in theoretical circles but in
common attitudes as well.
But it is a view of which we should disabuse ourselves,
and Novitz proposes to do this in his book by showing in
some detail the ways and the extent to which art and life
might be properly said to intersect. Indeed, this is where
the strength ofNovitz's book lies. He is concerned to show
not only that there are connections between art and life,
but also to show the nature of these connections. This is
important for Novitz's argument, especially since he is
arguing not only against a traditionally-based notion that
there are rigid boundaries between art and life but also
against the more formidable postmodernist claim that
there is really nothing to distinguish art from life, that we
as human beings create our lives and our world and
furthermore that it is impossible to step outside of our
The Cresset

creations in order to see how the world is in and of itself.
Under this view, philosophy is no different essentially from
other forms of literature ; it is a poetic construction
imposed upon an otherwise formless world. Novitz thinks
that this view is mistaken, that there are after all real
boundaries between art and life, between art and t.he truth,
such that we can appeal to objective evidence and reason
in order to discern the truth or falsity of a constructed
system of signs (or for that matter a view of the relationship
between art and life) . And it is on the basis of a detailed
exploration of the ways in which and the extent to which
artistic processes form the world (an exploration which he
sees to be lacking in postmodern thought) , that he wants
finally to stand between the postmodern view and the
traditional view and develop a third, one from which we see
"the arts [as a] fundamental and altogether indispensable
part of our lives since they are the skills by which we live;
the skills, one might say, that one has to possess in order to
lead, and so have, a life" (7). Now, whether or not we find
the arguments for his moderate view compelling, we are to
take them finally as arguments based upon evidence and
reason-giving aimed at getting at the truth of the matter;
this is something which he argues at the end of the book
(and which I shall discuss briefly at the end of this review)
should be properly distinguished from other means of
persuasion.
The variety of approaches Novitz takes in order to
show the intersections of art and life is rather remarkable
and is a good indication of the seriousness and
sophistication with which he has "thought about the issue.
His first avenue of exploration leads him to ask questions
about the distinction between the high and the popular
arts, about what in actuality is the nature of this distinction.
Contrary to what we might thi~k, Novitz says, what makes
something high art as opposed to low art has nothing to do
with some unifying form of the artwork or mode of
producing the artwork, or for that matter a certain effect
that all high art has upon its audience. To see that this is
the case, one need only consider the fact that the works
which normally fall under the category of high art have
a risen out of very different and often times mutually
conflicting, even reactionary, artistic movements. On the
contrary, high art/ low art is "a functional distinction: one
th a t helps establish and sustain certain social
differentiations and relations" ( 40). In other words, the
boundary between high and popular art which exists today
is really not a means of distinguishing between kinds of art
but rather between socio-economic classes of people.
Owning or at least being conversant in the tradition of
high art is, Novitz argues, actually a conscious display of
cultural refinement and intellectual sophistication, both
p a rt and parcel of being wealthy. An important
implication we can draw from this, Novitz thinks, is that the
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aesthetic value and the economic value of a work of art are
no longer properly distinguished; in our capitalist society,
the economic value of a work of art determines in large
measure how we view the work aesthetically (much the way
that religious value determined the aesthetic value of works
of art during the Middle Ages). At any rate, if Novitz's
argument follows, the highly significant connection
between art and every day life is clear: our categories of
high and low art, indeed, what we value in art, are a
function of that which we value in everyday life. (This is a
thesis which he develops in great detail through the course
of the book.)
Like Aristotle in the Poetics, Novitz speculates about
the origins of art, and in doing so uncovers another way
that art and everyday life are related. Whereas Aristotle
thinks that the arts (specifically the art of poetry) exist
because human beings are inclined to imitation, Novitz, in
dialogue with other art historians and theorists, wants to
argue that the fine arts have their origin in the skills which
constitute our everyday living. He agrees with art theorist
Frances Sparshott who says that "it is ... when an art (an
organized body of skills) comes to be treated as an end
rather than as a means, that the fine arts begin to emerge"
(54). So, for example, we might speculate that the art of
painting arose initially out of an original desire to see and
better understand and therefore control the world via the
practical art of representation. Novitz thinks it absolutely
crucial that we see the arts primarily as a set of skills rather
than cultural artifacts, and as such essentially no different
from other packages of integrated skills. The creativity and
imaginative invention and mastery of skill characteristically
associated with the fine arts is fundamental to the arts of
everyday life as well, whether we take as our example
plumbing, medicine, hair-dressing or mechanical
engineering. Or story-telling for that matter. And
specifically with regard to the stories that we tell about
ourselves.
In one of his most insightful chapters, Novitz argues
that our personal identities and our ideals of personhood
are human creations which are produced in much the
same way that works of art are produced. To explain
briefly, when we look inside ourselves and reflect upon
ourselves-our past, our actions, our desires, hopes and
fears-in order to see what kind of individuals we are, we
do not observe passively and objectively; rather, the process
of discerning the nature of our identity is fundamentally an
active, imaginative and interpretive one, our identities
shaped by the very questions that we choose to ask about
ourselves. What exist are brute facts; to make those brute
facts of our being meaningful , Novitz suggests, "is to
construct a narrative story about [our lives]; a story that,
although nonfictional, is, in some measure, the product of
certain creative or fanciful imaginings" (89). The creative
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process of identity-making, Novitz suggests, is guided by
what he calls narrative structures-abstract frameworks or
organizational principles within which we make sense out
of the stuff of our lives. These narrative structures not only
shape our past experiences into a coherent and significant
picture of ourselves, but also influence our future actions.
And other people's actions as well. Novitz suggests
that we not only use narrative structures to shape our own
identities, but that we also try to normalize these structures,
make them the standard by which other human narratives
are judged. Human beings are highly suggestable and
easily influenced, Novitz thinks, so much so that "we can
change people's ideas about what constitutes a normal,
decent, or natural human being by bringing them to
accept and respect the stories we tell about ourselves"
(100). The implication is that what we think of as
constituting a normal, decent or natural human being
depends not upon the brute facts of our lives but upon the
acceptability of the narrative structures that form our lives.
And the process of trying to bring society to accept and
preserve these organizational beliefs and values (always at
the expense of other beliefs and values) according to which
it judges individual narratives is essentially a political one.
This political vying for normalizing power in society is
very similar to what happens in the art world. Here Novitz
follows the line of thought set forth by Anita Silvers:
"Critics, art historians, and artists often attempt to secure
acceptance for particular works of art by constructing
narratives about them" (103), for each wants a particular
work of art or artist to be accepted as the norm by which
other works of art are c;valuated. Not every work of art can
be a part of the artistic canon, as it were; the entrance of
one means the exclusion of another. And there is no such
thing as an objective third party who might be appealed to
in times of disagreement, for it cannot be denied that the
one who would make the "objective" value judgment is
always representative of a particular group, time and place.
Thus, the narratives created about certain works of art
(works which, as mentioned, are themselves essentially
works of a particular kind of art) are essentially objects of
persuasion, the products of political competition designed
to secure a limited space for a particular work of art within
the canon of artistic judgment.
Of course, Novitz is not unaware of the theories
which have tried to set the notion of aesthetic value upon
an objective basis. He discusses two in his book-J.D.
Urmson's notion of pure aesthetic value and F.N. Sibley's
notion of inherent aesthetic taste-and comes to the
conclusion that the theories are irredeemably flawed and
must, therefore, be rejected. Pace Urmson, Novitz argues
that there simply is no such thing as an autonomous
aesthetic value, that our notions of aesthetic value are
inextricably tied to and arise out of our everyday concerns
and values, be they moral, economic, political, or religious.
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And, against Sibley, the notion of inherent taste is finally a
mysterious one because "it cannot be identified apart from
our ability to apply to an artwork the aesthetic concepts
that a well-seasoned critic thinks that we ought to apply"
(72). In other words, we may only respond to formal
characteristics of a work of art because we have been taught
the systems of value and bodies of theory that also exist
within the world of art (and also taught that a lack of
sensitivity to such properties might bring upon oneself the
social stigma of being a philistine, i.e., one so culturally
deficient and unrefined as to be unable and unwilling to
appreciate a masterwork like Bach's Passion Aa;ording to
Saint john.) For Novitz it seems, art exists in the act of
interpretation and evaluation. And rather than being
totally whimsical, Novitz holds, and I think rightly, that
aesthetic interpretations and evaluations can be wellinformed and rational, based upon an appeal to the
prevailing artistic theories and values of the time, systems
of value which, we are always reminded, have their origin
in the values and concerns of our real lives.
Whereas most of my discussion of Novitz has focused
upon the ways in which he sees our real lives influencing
the fine arts, this constitutes only the half of it, really.
Novitz sees art and life to be reciprocally related, so that
our art influences our lives just as our lives influence our
art. In fact, Novitz argues, art can be a subversive force,
potentially unsettling and, when most potent, more
capable of altering our certain commitments and beliefs
about the world than rational argument. The source of the
power, Novitz thinks, lies partially in this, that it is "our
imaginative participation in the fiction ... that prevents us
from fixating on the consequences to ourselves of our
changed attitudes and opinions" (180). Novitz thinks that
art becomes most potent precisely because we fail to
recognize its potency. He writes that "part of the reason
why our commitments are peculiarly vulnerable to works of
art is that we are committed to the view that art is itself
harmless and ineffective. It is this view that inclines us to
ignore the challenge that works of art present to our
commitments, our way of life, and our interests" (182).
Novitz is, in his argument, challenging the commitment to
the view of art as incapable of seriously challenging one's
commitments and beliefs about the world; such a belief
brings one's guard down, so to speak, and leaves one
vulnerable to being seduced into acceptance of a worldview
or belief that the work of art suggests.
But, we might well ask, is the appeal to rational
argument, based upon evidence and sound inference, just
another means of seduction? Is Novitz's own argument no
different essentially from other works of art which attempt
to seduce another into thinking and believing differently
about the world? Is philosophy no different, finally, from
any other art?
Novitz does not think so. But others have, and he is
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aware of such thinking and feels compelled to challenge it.
Here he engages with thought of Richard Rorty, a highly
influential postmodern thinker, who suggests that
philosophy, like all other arts, is finally no more than
description and redescription of the world, and that there
is no way of standing outside of these descriptions to see
which of them is closer to the truth about the way the
world really is. So, for example, in the case of the stories
that we tell about ourselves, there is, in Rorty's view, no way
to tell whether the stories are true, no way to adjudicate
among competing stories. There is no way to get at the
facts of life, so to speak, unmediated b y our creative
imaginations. Yet, more strongly, there are no facts which
ground our narrative descriptions; truth , according to
Rorty, is entirely contingent upon the vocabularies that we
use to describe the world.
I,

But, as Novitz very quickly points out, Rorty's theory
is strangely contradictory; he wants us to accept as
objectively true the notion that there is no objective truth.
Rorty denies this by saying that what he has done is merely
redescribed, and that this redescription is itself contingent,
i.e., cannot be supported by appeals to evidence and
reasoning. Such appeals are only a means of seduction, a
way of making a theory look appealing to us; but finally,
reasons can neither support nor subvert. But what is
strange about Rorty's theoretical claim is that, as Novitz
points out, he uses reasoning and presents evidence to
support it. Novitz writes, "Rorty is locked into what he calls
the 'vocabulary' or language game of Enlightenment
reason-giving, and uses reasons time and again in order,
ironically, to disabuse his readers of reason-giving and
appeals to truth" (210). Now, perhaps Rorty might claim
here that the only reason why he uses appeals to reason
(and this is admittedly a strange way of talking) as a means
of seduction is because his audience is so steeped in an
Enlightenment vocabulary of reason . But at this point
there is no way of arguing with Rorty; any reasoned
arguments against this claim effectively prove Rorty's point
by indicating the degree to which we have been seduced by
the vocabulary of reason-giving. Novitz, on the other hand,
wants to suggest this, that we demand reasons (Rorty gives
us reasons) not because we are steeped within a vocabulary
of reason but because we know through experience that
there is something qualitatively different between rational
persuasion and seduction, the difference consisting in this:
that in the case of rational persuasion we can give an
account for why it is that we have come to accept or reject a
belief or way of looking at the world, whereas in cases of
seduction, we simply find ourselves adhering to beliefs and
world views without knowing why. Novitz concludes that
"anyone who is aware of the difference will not tolerate
nonrational forms of persuasion when reasons are
required" (212).
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Also, in critique of Rorty's theory about theories,
Novitz makes this crucial point, that we have the capacity to
understand other theories and recognize when theories are
in competition with one another; when they disagree about
what is the truth. What this means is that, contrary to what
Rorty wants to argue, rationality and the very concept of
truth are not relative to particular vocabularies. Rorty
wants to avoid this by saying that vocabularies are not
finally truth claims but rather metaphors which "push us
and pull us into noticing certain things, but lack a
(metaphorical) meaning and so a truth value" (214). So,
we can notice the difference between vocabularies without
giving in to the concept of a common notion of truth. But
Novitz thinks that this is just wrong, that the competing
vocabularies do make truth claims about the same world
and about our experiences within the world, and that we
do decide between competing vocabularies through an
appeal to reason and truth. No doubt, Novitz agrees with
Rorty, that the very terms in which we talk shape our world
and our experiences within the world; but Novitz does not
want to say, finally, that our terms constitute what is the
truth. We can, on Novitz's view, appeal to reason and truth
to discern between competing vocabularies.
So, Novitz does think that there are proper
boundaries between art and life after all. Art is not life;
artistic creation does not constitute the truth about our
lives. Indeed, we can, on Novitz's view, appeal to reasoning
and evidence to adjudicate between competing ideas set
forth in various works of art, between competing
worldviews, competing vocabularies. I suggest that Novitz
ends his book by defending the legitimacy of the project he
has taken on in the book, which i~ to discover the truth, in
this case about the relationship between art and life. The
question remains: is he successful? I think that he is, not
only in defending the legitimacy of his project, but also in
the actual adjudication between competing theories of art
which is his project. He gives many and various examples
(many more than I have included in this review, all of
which are insightful, each of which carefully support his
major conclusion) of how and to what extent art and life
intersect, in order that our understanding of the
relationship between art and life might be consistent with
how things actually are. Mter reading The Boundaries Of
Art, I can recommend it as a clear, thought-provoking and
finally compelling rethinking of the relationship •between
the arts and our artistic lives. 0
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REMEMBER, ALL GOOD TITLES HAVE A
COLON: A GRADUATE STUDENT'S PERSPECTIVE ON
THE ACADEMIC VOCATION
Gregory M. Bouman

School is Hell, but it beats working. So says Matt
Groening, better known as the creator of The Simpsons, in
one of his "Life in Hell" comic strips. One particular strip,
introduced with the ironic subtitle, "Grad School-some
people never learn," contains the following:
Should YOU go to grad school? A wee test
T F
I am a compulsive neurotic.
T F
I like my imagination crushed into dust.
T F
I enjoy being a professor's slave.
T F
My idea of a good time is using jargon and
citing authorities.
T F
I feel a deep need to continue the process
of avoiding life.

Seven years ago my wife Dawn and I left Valparaiso to
enter graduate school at the University of Missouri in
psychology and English, respectively. I had very little idea
of what to expect, thinking it would hardly differ from
college. About the only thing I received resembling advice
came from Christ College professor Bill Olmstead, who
told me to "find a famous professor in your field and hang
on to his or her coat-tails. And remember when you write
that all good titles have a colon."
Dawn is now finished. I am furiously working on my
dissertation on Renaissance drama in the hopes of applying
for jobs this year. I've learned a lot: tightly clinging to coattails can annoy Dr. Famous; politics can affect faculty and
students (both Dawn and I experienced the hiring and
dismissals of well-known departmental chairs during our
brief stay); being a teacher, a student, and a scholar,
sometimes all at once promotes reflection. At the risk of
generalizing my experiences like the proverbial blind man
Greg Bouman is an alumnus of VU, presently completing a
Ph.D. in Renaissance English literature at University of Missouri,
engaged also in the arduous endeavor ofjob searching.
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expounding his conception of the elephant, I offer the
following jottings on graduate school and the academic
vocation.
I had arrived at graduate school thinking that theory
was expository, elucidating, secondary. I leave with the
impression that it has become the thing of study itself. To
some, the literature is valuable insofar as it promotes or
illuminates the theory. Furthermore, lest any theory itself
be subject to monolithic and homogeneous thought, to
terminology that carries too much cultural or historical
baggage, the writing must be intentionally difficult, thereby
evading and resisting specific meaning. I feel that in order
to publish in my field of study, or at least in the most
respected journals, I must submit my analyses to rigorous
transformation, making the simple become complex.
Occam's razor must be notched and blunted.
Well, perhaps this perception is exaggerated, not
wholly free from the influence of my dissertation director,
an avowed "new" (meaning "old") critic. New (Old)
Criticism also predominated during my study at Christ
College: Texts and Contexts I and II, Dawn and I both
recall, were more text than context. Yet despite my
theoretical prejudices, I have to admit a certain amount of
fascination for recent critical theories, many of which bear
striking resemblances to their historical predecessors. In a
recent Cresset article, I was struck by a comment of James
Champion's that "one sometimes wonders whether what is
touted as postmodernism in our day is not really
modernism reinventing and remarketing itself." Jonathan
Dollimore, my favorite but also a maddeningly difficult
theorist of Renaissance literature, would probably agree
with that assessment, as he wrote recently in an essay
entitled "Subjectivity, Sexuality, and Transgression ":
"Sometimes fairly, sometimes not, the new defines itself
against the established; to that extent it might be said to
depend upon what it seeks to displace ." The new also
seems to re-define itself, using new terminology, in order to
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put a new facade upon what has long been a cultural
fixture. I discovered that fact when I realized that Socrates
was essentially a deconstructionist.

0

Scholarly writing, as we all know, has been given a
controversially hegemonic role in the hiring, promoting,
and evaluating of an academician. The amount of ink
spilled for the sake of English studies alone is staggering.
I've heard a story, probably apocryphal, about a graduate
student at Yale trying to ring up Harold Bloom. Upon
being told by a secretary that Dr. Bloom was currently
indisposed while writing a book, the student replied,
"That's all right. I'll wait." The perpetual question of the
graduate student is, "How does this writing fit with the job
of teaching students to write?"
I love conferencing with students, not only because
the one-to-one set~ing is the best way to focus on an
individual writer's needs, but because I find out more
about the students that way. My being a student as well, I
think, also allowed my own students to open up about
other aspects of their eductation, almost as if I were an
advisor or a mentor.
I frequently heard complaints about the 500-student
classes at Missouri, behemoths thought to be impersonal
lecture nightmares. This stereotype doesn't always deserve
its reputation, though, as several professors have gained
campus notariety for making such classes more userfriendly. Lizette Peterson-Homer, commended for
bringing grant money to the university through her
research, is also a popular and accessible professor of a
large class on child psychology. Mack Jones, who used to
teach the large Shakespeare course to undergraduate nonmajors 250 at a time, made an effort to learn almost every
one of their names during the semester.
The impersonality of other large classes, however,
seems to be matched by the impersonality of some advisors
as well. No amount of explanation accounts for what
happened to Jeff. Jeff majored in Physical Therapy, one of
the departments on ·campus that shouldn't be overloaded
with student advisees because, like the journalism school, it
upholds strict entrance standards. One advisor, though,
seems to have been too busy to understand the general
education requirements of his own program. Two
semesters after I gave Jeff a B in freshman composition, I
was surprised to see him conferencing with an instructor
teaching a remedial English course. I asked him why he
was enrolled in that course and discovered that his advisor
insisted that he take it. Evidently, the advisor had scanned
a list of general education requirements and thought that
the remedial course (listed there as a prerequisite for the
freshman comp course on a need basis) was a requirement.
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Jeff didn't realize the mistake until he arrived to a class that
seemed unusually basic to him. By then, other classes were
closed and he needed a specific number of hours to keep
his loan, so he stayed. He stayed in this class that he
absolutely did not need. Furthermore, when boredomwho could expect else?-=-set in, he found himself struggling
to get a C.
0

Dawn and I both had attended public high schools
before entering Valpo, yet we both found the transition
back into a secular school to be a little more difficult than
we anticipated. Dawn· was astounded by the intensity with
which Christianity was openly ridiculed in her department.
In one of her clinical practicum meetings, the topic of
discussion was "what to do with a Christian client." The
negativism generated in that meeting motivated Dawn and
several of her classmates (including another graduate
student from Valpo) to form their own support group to
discuss issues related to being Christian psychologists. It
was understood among the members that it would be
politically and vocationally unwise to mention freely the
group's existence to the clinical faculty.
The situation is a little different, of course, in English
literature, which is ready to embrace almost anything for
the sake of further advancing critical study, especially
something cast aside by psychology. Dawn has informed
me that Freud had been banished from her graduate
curriculum, and most of her professors had never even
heard of Lacan, both of whom, however, continue to
flourish in English. The stones which the builders rejected
have become the cornerstones of literary theory.
Religion, especially Christianit,y is such a crucial
element of many aspects of English literature that I wonder
at the way that other graduate students (and even myself,
conforming to my surroundings) avoid it. Of course it is
difficult, if not impossible, to understand Milton, for
example, or much medieval lyrical poetry, without a
general knowledge of the Christian doctine that informs
the literature. But I would have thought the same to be
true of Spenser's Faerie Queene as well, which I studied in
seminars both during my senior year at Valpo and my first
year at Missouri. They might as well have been different
poems. The Missouri professor, a confirmed agnostic (to
coin an appropriate oxymoron), ignored most of the
Christian elements of the allegory I had studied at Valpo,
instead choosing to emphasize the political, poetical, and
mythic aspects. Nor did a Shakespeare professor for whom
I graded mention any of the Christian elements of the
plays, a completely different focus from Professor
Sommer's class at Valpo.
My father has joked that he worries that I (being the
only son never to have gone to seminary) might grow up
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to be theologically illiterate, or even worse, theologically
apathetic. While I don't consider myself to be either
(thankfully, for his sake), I have wondered at my difficulty
in letting religion inform my own perspective both in my
teaching and studies.
0

I'm most surprised at the lessons I learned from
students who weren't aware that they wer.e teaching me
anything at all.
Almost all of my teachers and professors, at one time
or another, have been amazed with the realization of a
student's ignorance of a particular subject. It must be a
rite of passage for teachers. I encountered Stacy very early
in my career. She came to me after class one day, puzzled
after reading an essay of Elie Wiesel (which she
pronounced "weasel"). "He keeps referring to the
'Holocaust'," she said, "and I wondered exactly what that
was."
Retrospect has made me try to believe that perhaps
she knew about the ciq:umstances of jewish persecution in
Nazi Germany, just not the term. Retrospect is probably
kinder to Stacy than I am each time I tell this story. Still, I
have ~y doubts . When I (nearly nonplussed) tried to
explain about concentration camps and gas chambers, she
replied, "Oh. I think I've heard of that."
Two months later, I waded through the class journals
and read responses to Eudora Welty's "A Sweet Devouring."
Stacy wrote that her favorite books as a child included "the
Laura Ingalls Wilder books, Harper Lee's To Kill a
Mockingbird, and The Diary of Anne Frank . ... " When I
shared this reflection with Dawn, we speculated over
whether it was possible to read the last while remaining
oblivious to the Holocaust or whether she somehow
latched onto a copy that cut those parts out.
Stacy, at the time she took my class, was a member of
the "Golden Girls," the dance team that performs, among
other times, during the home football and basketball
games. They are very popular, and members must undergo
rigorous tryouts, not just to make the squad but to keep
their spots every year. Stacy informed me (I have not
confirmed this) that each girl is weighed upon making the
squad and then periodically thereafter; if her weight is
ever found to have increased five pounds from her initial
weigh-in, she is dismissed. What physical and psychological
problems must result from this policy! Even if there is no
written rule, Stacy obviously believed in one and based her
actions upon that belief.
The fact that Stacy is a "Golden Girl," even without
the Holocaust story, might have earned her the popular
campus epithet "bowhead." This name started as a
description of certain students who wore their hair tied
back with a bow. It soon became a derogatory stereotype (I
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remember no male equivalent, if one arose). One English
TA took a picture of a "bowhead" from an ad and blew it
up with the caption, "Be a conformist; Get the LOOK."
This doctored ad was prominently displayed by the TA's
Xerox machine-not in the sight-line of any
undergraduates. As angry as I was when this ad was so
displayed, I've often wondered whether I'm not just as
guilty of depersonalizing and stereotyping every time I tell
the story of Stacy and the Holocaust.

0
The public's perception of the academic vocation
must certainly be influenced by the current academic
emphas·is on the making of knowledge (through
publication) over the transmition of knowledge (through
teaching) or the building of character, a hierarchy Mark
Schwehn notes in Exiles From Eden: Religion and the Academic
Vocation in America. Schwehn argues that this emphasis is
ingrained into academicians' minds from early in their
graduate careers:
The fact that university faculty tend to think that classroom
teaching and collegiality are strangely not part of their "own
work" is a tribute to the socializing power of our graduate
schools. There students learn, regardless of their field of
study, that research and publication constitute their tasks
and that all other activities-teaching, lecturing, university
service-somehow just go with the territory. The feeble
efforts that most graduate schools make to provide their
students with "teaching experience" (it is rather like giving
would-be doctors training in "bedside manner": the
training seems vaguely distasteful, but it somehow must be
done) merely reinforces the suspicion that pedagogy is
really not a part of one's work. Leaving aside the very
important question of whether or not any teacher-training
program could be successful at the graduate level (Tell
me, Socrates, can teaching be taught?), the results of five to
ten years of graduate training are unmistakable.
Publication , graduate students discover, is the vocational
aspiration . To expect a recent Ph .D. to think otherwise
would be the same as expecting a recent law school
graduate to think like an engineer." (5)

The teacher-training I received certainly was not feeble,
nor is the program unsuccessful in forming and nurturing
a graduate student's pedagogical skills, and yet, the virtues
of the program only serve to exacerbate the distinction
between researching and teaching.
Despite the strength of the teacher-training program
I experienced, graduate students cannot escape the
demands inherent in the dual role of student/ instructor.
The dynamics of graduate school reinforce this role. We
might work closely with a professor one semester and take a
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class (sometimes with former students as classmates ) under
her the next. To a certain degree, we are elevated to a
level of collegiality with the professors, yet we are offered a
minimal salary and no work benefits outside of tuition
rem1sswn. We are given the responsibility of teaching a
large percentage of the classes offered by the English
department, but because we are student instructors, we have
trouble getting respect or attention from the University.
We were given four new computers and a new copy
machine as a result of a one-day mini-strike two years ago,
but the issues of salary, class sizes (budget cuts forced
crowding of composition sections) office space (one
hundred instructors share two crowded offices) or
telephones (only two in each office) were never resolved.
What, more than this dual role, could engender the
mindset that separates our "own work" from our teaching?
It is not unusual for a us to attend class as a student one
hour and as a teacher the next. The two worlds never
meet. If an instructor has a sense of duty, the classroom
work might take precedence. But some instructors also
realize that the paycheck comes in whether they are
responsible to students or not. Regardless of the teaching
commitments, and how we address them, we have student
work, "our work," to do as well, and no matter how careful
we are, they will interfere with each other. The priority,
naturally, is given to the one with more immediate and
direct reinforcement. The incentive to finish grading
papers by tomorrow might be crushed under the weight of
an imminent seminar presentation.
The separation of the graduate student's roles as
student-i.e., future scholar-and instructor receives its
hierarchical emphasis by the academic community at large
(discussed in detail in the first chapter of Schwehn's
thought-provoking book). The excellence of the teaching
experience offered by Missouri's program has been
dismissed even by small, liberal arts colleges in its vicinity.
An area college looking to fill a recent opening last year
had narrowed its search to four candidates, but the
rejected applicants included a very capable PhD from
Missouri, who had more teaching experience, and just as
much scholarly experience (publications and conference
presentations) as one interviewed applicant from Duke.
When a member of our program asked an acquaintance at
that college why the Missouri candidate was rejected, he
was told, ''Well, the other candidate was from Duke."

0
This year at church we made friends with another
couple new to the Cincinnati area. Like us, they had
relocated because of the wife's job offer, and the husband,
for a while, was jobless. Other people at church often
mistook us for one another, asking us how we liked the
change from North Dakota, or whether I had found a job
yet. The constant comparisons, and the explanations of
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what I do, what career I was pursuing, how I was
progressing on my work, sometimes discouraged me. John,
my North Dakotan friend, is a banker specializing in loan
evaluations, real estate assessment, and the like: a
recognizable career that immediately could open up
conversations, since most people at church own property,
or have taken out a loan, or at least have been in a bank.
People seem to have more trouble knowing what to
do or say to a PhD candidate, especially in the field of
English literature. A common question is, ''You can't really
do anything with that, can you? Except be an author,
right?" I'm also never sure how to respond when they ask
what I study. If I were to tell them that I enjoy studying
and teaching Dekker, Middleton, Beaumont or Lodge and
Green, I'd get blank stares. I usually have to say
Shakespeare, or even Renaissance drama, and there ends
the conversation, unless they ask me THE QUESTION:
who really DID write those plays, because it obviously
wasn't Will. Whatever their response, my field of study
seems to intimidate them, as if I will immediately require
them to recite their favorite sonnet or something.
Dawn gets similar responses, but to a lesser degree.
"Working on a brain-injury unit" is more concrete than
being "a psychologist." Still, there is something about
psychology and English that makes people say, "Oh! I
better watch what I say around you!" I've learned over the
years to play with people's stereotypes about our fields by
noting that Dawn and I have an understanding: I don't
correct her English and she doesn't interpret my dreams.
At any rate, I've often wondered if I would need to get a
job in the English equivalent of a hospital to make my
career choice more acceptable to a larger community.
John can protect a depositor's savings by evaluating
potential loans. I can footnote a bunch of dead white guys.
At times I am forced to think of the Matt Groening cartoon
(mentioned in the introduction), in which a graduate
student is asked, "Will your reasearch make the world a
better place?" and meekly replies, ''Yeah. Sure."
But then I remember Jenny, whose final paper in my
Introduction to Drama course was recognized by the
department as a prize-winning essay. Working with her on
this paper, I learned that the genesis of her excellent ideas
came from our class discussions. I think of her and realize
that I teach more than footnotes.
I have to close with one more item from the
Groening cartoon: 'The 5 Secrets of Grad School Success":
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Do not annoy the professor.
Be consistently mediocre.
Avoid anything smacking of originality.
Do exactly what you are told.
Stop reading this cartoon right now and get back
to work.

Time for me to get back to work on my dissertation. 0
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"I've lately been reading-" she
said, and I completed her sentence:
"-the five-column front-page story in
the Dogwood Daily Progress." This was
last fall, here in Virginia, where on a
no-news day the paper had found on
the Associated Press wire a fermenting
puree of sex and religion. The lead
paragraph, as I recall, went something
like this:

Bearing Gifts
Charles Vandersee

Dear Editor:
Moebie greeted me in her
customary way, unequivocal yet
querulous, and as she spoke it became
clear that she had made one of her
rare pauses with the local paper. "I see
your church is now endorsing
homosexuality," she said. "Also singlesex marriages, and what next?"
Mabie is usually monitoring
contemporary culture, immersed in
designer
magazines,
esoteric
newsletters, metropolitan papers
disbursing random carnage and
outrage in sections titled "Style," and
cable channels of clacking heads.

Charles Vandersee at the University of
Virginia talked of chump change in a
session on "What's Not in the Dictionary,"
at the Modern Language Association
meeting in Toronto in December.
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Masturbation is healthy, the Bible supports
homosexual unions, and teaching teens
how to use condoms to prevent disease is a
moral imperative, says a task force leading
the nation's largest Lutheran body into the
sex wars.
"So here's news," Moebie said.
'The Lutherans are big on gays. Aren't
rail-thin dour people dead for
centuries," she inquired, "here and in
Germany and Sweden, abstemious
moralists with unpronounceable
names, turning over in their graves?"
I said nothing for the moment,
arrested by Moebie's cari<;ature and
banality. I wondered if caricature and
banality were gaining new ascendancy
in American culture. Was it indeed
possible to be any more successful
than we presently were? Moebie was in
a good mood, having just returned
from her first hot-air balloon ride.
There is a large mock-Tudor hotel
near Dogwood, the Boar's Head
Ranch Inn, with a hot-air balloon for
businessmen patronizing the Middle
Ages. Moebie had somehow got a
professional discount.
"You know,"
said, "the
newspaper was reporting on a draft
from a study commission, or
committee, or something like that.

"Not a policy change or a theological
revision," I pointed out a bit clumsily,
not having clipped the item. "There
are
always
committees
and
commissions," I said. 'The Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America also has
groups studying gourmandising and
litigation, as contemporary cultural
practices."
I did not know if this was true,
but I carried on, peeved at Moebie's
discount ability. "Commissions are also
studying," I improvised, "the fashion
industry, non-prime time TV, and
white-collar crime."
At this, Moebie seemed less
svelte. The hot-air experience had
toned her skin, but now she was down
again at earth level, among the pollens
of this part of Virginia. How did I
know what the various denominational
staffs were studying? They had a big
building near O'Hare Airport, near
Chicago, which is not only the largest
Polish city in the world but near the
great filigreed Baha'i temple.
'The fashion industry?" Moebie
wondered. "But no," she said. "I don't
think your church is about to tackle
expensive glow-in-the-dark sneakers.
Or the big back-to-school wardrobe,
methodically promoted by industry to
create in classrooms an ali-day
atmosphere of materialism and
yearning." She brightened as she
thought (I inferred) of all the new fall
colors. "Homosexuality, by contrast, is
manageable for a commission," she
said. "Unlike corporations, gays are
not corrupting every middle class and
aspiring household in the country."
I did not see what she was driving
at. Was she for or against study
commissions , pro or con gays, or
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August shopping
sprees,
or
schoolrooms as America's sanctioned
site for coveting and violence, or what?
What were we talking about?
"Here's what everybody knows,"
she said. This might have been the
balloon talking but it sounded like
familiar dear Moebie, unequivocal.
"What everybody knows," she said, "is
that people are not gay by choice, and
that most people who are gay do not
participate in some kind of 'gay
lifestyle.'" "And therefore," she said,
"Any kind of pro-gay statement your
church wants to make is not a big
deal." ''Your people," she said, "are not
being asked to endorse some moral
imperative, or even be gracious. "I was
surprised," she said, "that the paper
had it all over the front page. It must
have been a no-news day."
"But there was one outraged
letter a few days later," I said, "from a
retired Lutheran minister who said he
was now ashamed to be Lutheran."
"He seemed," I said, "to be feeling
great pain." "Definitely anger," I said,
"toward anti-biblical apostasy." "He was
wondering," I said, "what things were
coming to." I was wishing f had
clippings. Moebie probably had all
these documents in some file folder,
with a heated and unequivocal label.
Moebie is not always mistress of
her consternation. "As usual,misplaced
sympathy," she fumed. "You seem to
have no concept," she said, "of the
cultural dynamics involved in writing a
modern American letter to a
newspaper editor.
"Letter writers," she said,
"typically do not say what's really
insecurely on their minds . They
inscribe," she said, "subtexts." "Your
retired minister," she said, "is not
interested in altruistically rescuing
God or the Bible. He is simply tired of
reading about gays and wants to pass
his days in rest and quietness. He does
not want to read in his church
materials anything about gays, or
fashion envy, or gun control, or
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childhood sexual abuse, or industrial
pollution, or rap music."
This did not seem quite right to
me. Don't people who are tired take
naps rather than take up a pen? As
people -who are indefatigable go and
schmooze with a balloon pilot and get
a big discount.
Moebie had come down from the
sky fascinated by back yards. These are
the things you never see, she had
explained. This is what reminded her
of the newspaper article on Lutheran
condoms. Here was this study
commission working out in the back
yard, and all of a sudden they bring a
pile of wet clay into the family room
looking like who knows what?
''You're being dismissive," I said.
"Easy for you. People throughout the
ELCA are going to be outraged." 'The
outrage has just begun," I said. "There
is a pile of dripping wet clay in the
family room, looking like God knows
what."
She gazed querulously at me, or
perhaps through me, as is I were a
shiny dry and perhaps expensive
Henry Moore sculpture. "You come
from a church which 1s a
Fundamentalist bedfellow," she said,
not losing track of herself. "And yet
you are not grasping fundamentals.
The reason people are tired is that it
takes energy to squat fussily and
guiltily on habit." "This," she said, "is
what we learn when watching any kind
of cultural change."
I imagined the wet clay in the
family room, sitting in the middle of
the conversational table. Moebie was
raging like a kiln.
"What we .learn when watching
cultural change," she went on fiercely,
" is that what we have thought final is
often only provisional, only a habit."
"But," she said, "these false finalities
are a perfect fit, from being worn so
long." "In the Middle Ages," she went
on, unabating, "people actually
thought that ambrosia was the ne plus
ultra." "The food of the gods," she

explained. "Aristotle, who told them so
many things, presumably told them
that as well," she said. 'There could be
nothing better than ambrosia. Well,
wrong."
"Ambrosia was some sort of
honey-and-coconut puree," I said,
realizing too late that I was thinking of
drenched baklava, or one of those
sodden Byelorussian Easter delicacies.
"It was a drink," Moebie said.
"They called it the food of the gods,
but it was a drink." "But that was not
the point," she said. "the point is that
nobody had yet brought chocolate to
Europe. Once Europe tasted
chocolate, from Honduras or Sierra
Leone or wherever, Europe saw that in
ambrosia it had not had the final
comestible."
''Your point, then," I said, "is that
American middleclass Lutheran
families will embrace benign
homosexual unions as superior to the
heterosexual and marital wars they've
been used to?" I was not following her
line of reasoning. Perhaps one needed
to have seen backyards from a
discount wicker basket being flamed
over the city.
"I am only telling you," Moebie
said sternly, "what is obvious, though
evaded, even to people who write
letters of outrage." "Churches," she
said, "periodically take up topics that
have not lately been taken up. They
take them up, turn them around, and
put them down, at a sort of different
angle."
This made me think of the wet
clay again, and I wondered if she was
making some sense. Years of exegesis
of cultural practices seemed to be
serving her well as a sort of interior
decorator of religion.
"Insurance," I said. I was being
reminded of something. "My father
used to tell me that insurance was
once frowned on by the church."
"Actually," I said, "it was not exactly
frowned on, it was verboten." "Because,"
I said, "if you took out an insurance
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policy you were saying to everybody
around you in the congregation,
without even opening your mouth,
that you did not trust God or them to
take care of you, no matter what
happened."
"Is that really true?" This was
Moebie querulous. She is forever
determined not to be credulous, and
in her touching secular way sometimes
unwittingly thinks too generously of
the church to imagine some of its
more baroque fracases and/ or habits.
"This," I said, ris really true,
although I can't cite you chapter and
verse, from whatever study group or
commission reported to outraged
communicants that patronizing an
actuary might well be kosher and a
good thing." "The same is true of jazz,"
I said.
Moebie smiled patronizingly. I,
her interlocutor, was about to make
some sort of impossible leap between
insurance policies and the sweet edgy
music she loved. Her pursed lip told
me she saw me dangling crazily from a
deep-discount wicker basket.
"As you know, I myself don't care
that much for modern jazz," I said
gratuitously. "But," I said, "I think the
Missouri Synod Lutheran biblical
commentator Paul Kretzmann was a
trifle intemperate in 1922 when he
banished jazz from Protestant parlors."
I had accidently knocked over a
stack of books a few days earlier, and
on the bottom was the Kretzmann
commentary inherited from my father.
Where I opened it at random, St. Paul
was urging Ephesians to speak to one
another in psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs. The other Paul, the
commentating Paul, of the degenerate
Twenties, had proffered this exegesis:
Would that this admonition were heeded
more by the Christians of our days, in order
that the great mass of incredibly vapid and
unspeakably silly ragtime and jazz pieces
would disappear and remain absent from
all Christian homes!
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Moebie,
with
imperfect
knowledge of Midwest Lutheranism,
had not imagined these silly funky
parlors. Though I did not tell her, my
eye had also lit on Philippians, where
two women, Euodias and Syntyche,
were urged to be "of the same mind in
the Lord." The exegete had explained:
The same thing happens also in our days,
namely, that women in the various
organizations of the church are bothered by
jealousy and thus disturb the tranquility of
constructive work. A careful, but firm
admonition may avert disruption.

Moebie of course was disturbed
to hear jazz hurled from the hearth.
Churches and their commissions and
commentators and disputes are for her
a dark-though seductive-wilderness
of cultural practices. As in ancient New
England, wildernesses might harbor all
kinds of diabolical creatures. Perhaps
especially in a church like the
Lutheran church, forever insecurely
poised, on a sort of slick Alp, between
Rome and Geneva. But it was
insurance, not jazz, that Moebie
wanted to follow up.
"Try to tell me," she said, "how it
is that the Bible once anathematized
and now sanctions these big American
insurance corporations providing
peace of mind and cash for unrusting
caskets." But my father, who only
taught Sunday school and was no
trained exegete, had not explained
this. It interested him that things had
once been one way and were now
another way. "Times," he would
probably have said, "change."
Insurance because people are no
longer willing to take care of people in
the old ways.
"I suppose," Moebie said, "that
in arguments about insurance and jazz
both sides quote the Bible." "As do,"
she said, "snake-handlers in those little
shed-like Tennessee churches which
now have rock bands." "Your
commission on gays and condoms and

masturbation is going to get nowhere,"
she said, "if it insists on quoting the
Bible. It should just say that times
change." "People," she said , "have
found new ways of taking care of
themselves and others."
".Insurance," she said, "is a
natural human expression for some,
and so is jazz, and so is the gay
inclination." "And," she said, "so is the
temporary outrage of those of your
parishoners who would abstemiously
subsist on zwieback rather than taste
Frangelico."
This burst of imagistic eloquence
enabled me to imagine the family
room more clearly. There was the wet
hunk of clay, but also a sideboard with
toast and brandy. Thank heaven not
everybody was gawking at the hunk,
and the hunk did not appear so
offensive. There was soft piano jazz
coming from somewhere in the room,
and apparently the toast and brandy
were the beginning of some kind of
feast.
There was the sound of the
doorbell in my imagination, and I
wanted to see what kinds of people
were arriving. But Moebie, distracting,
was again talking of backyards.
Arriving around the table, I imagined,
were single-sex and double-sex
couples, some bearing chocolate, some
bearing children, and all gathering to
have their collective union blessed, by
each other if not by the slow tradition.
The door to the backyard stood open
in my mental picture, but I could not
see what sculptors or wilderness beings
were out there, waiting on some sort of
inviting or compelling, or whatever
was next.
From Dogwood, faithfully yours,

c.v.
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The Iceman
Matt Fenske

They all say I was a mountain
man. They also say different things,
but they all say I was a mountain man.
They guess about me and make up
stories and I've become quite a hero,
but the only thing they know is when I
lived. I'm more important shriveled
and frozen than breathing and
developing. It's been an amazing
tale-that of my body. I suppose I'm
lucky it was me or I guess you are lucky
it was you.
They call me the Iceman. I am a
5,300 year old time traveler. My body
was frozen in a glacier in the
Austrian/Italian alps and preserved in
the ice. At the time of my death my
appearance would not exclude me
from many contemporary populations.
My body was sighted by some hikers in
September 1991. My body was shuffled

Matt Fenske graduated from VU in
December of 1993, dropped off this article
in our office, and disappeared into the
snow. Matt: call in. The Editor.
Felnuary 1994

about and examined. My genitals were
stolen. My body was better off in the
ice, but I'm glad you found me. With
my tattooed body were several items I
was carrying at the time of my death.
Among them were an ax, a bow with
quiver and arrows, a pouch containing
a fungus, a rucksack of sorts, a stone
disk threaded with a leather thong, a
dagger, my thatched grass clothing, an
antler- tipped stick, a bone needle and
a mass of fibers with a sloe berry.
The odds of my being here are
baffling. I died and was covered by
snow immediately. My skin dried in
the freezing winds and in days was
covered by ice. The rapidly moving
glacier flowed over my body and the
small rock pocket I had expired in.
Instead of being shredded, my body
was sheltered by the pocket as the
thousands of years of ice glaciated over
just an arm's length above. The
glaciers moved back and forth and
small climate changes brought the
treasures close. A dust storm in North
Africa deposited a thin layer of dark
dust on the bright white ice that
absorbed enough sunlight to heat the
pocket where my body was and expose
it for three days. In those three days
strode past German tourist Helmut
Simon who said "I thought it was a
doll's head." And with that you found
me and my body.
The patrols on both the Austrian
and Italian sides were called, but
nobody could come out until the next
day. So many hikers and explorers
meet similar fates in the Alps it is no
new event to find such a corpse. The
owner of the nearest shelter looked at
my body the following morning,
concluding it did not look like any of
the other eight bodies pulled out that
summer. Later that day an Austrian
policeman tried to remove my body
with a jackhammer and destroyed my
left hip and clothing. The compressed
air ran out and the group would be
unable to return for a week because
they were busy. Word had spread and I

was becoming famous enough that
tourists came to see my body and
remove bits of my clothing and
items-even via pickax. The following
week a forensics expert arrived to
remove my body. He used a pickax
and a ski pole. My body was airlifted
out, put into a hearse, driven to a
morgue and thawed. They poked and
prodded it until they noticed a fungus
was growing about the skin. Then my
friend arrived-Konrad Spindler, the
head of Innsbruck Institute for
Prehistory who said, "I thought this is
perhaps what my colleague Howard
Carter experienced when he opened
the tomb of Tutankhamen and gazed
into the face of the Pharaoh." My body
was treated with preservative
chemicals, covered and placed in a
university container identical to the
conditions of the glacier.
Then the governments fought
over my body-after nearly destroying
it. Because of glacial movement, the
borders were only sketchily laid out, so
that at the time of the emergence the
property lines were unclear. With
some handy political jukes and proper
surveying, my body was declared
Italian by 101 yards; however, Austria
can keep my body until September,
1994, when Italy gets it back. They call
me "Oetzi" after the area I was
discovered in. The countries fought
back and forth over my body but not
over me. It costs $10,000 a month to
keep me with all the care and such.
My body was ravaged, named,
fought over and joked about. My body
was almost destroyed before anyone
cared and now they all care. Women
wanted to become pregnant with my
sperm, having forgotten about the
theft. It is the job of those who study
me and my body to figure out about
the life of my time. A large puzzle or
simple detective work is a way to
compare the study and examination of
what was found. If I could give them a
hint I would say not to follow their first
hunches but to constantly dig deeper
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for the sweeter insight that slips by
easily. The small things. They should
look at themselves. They just want to
know about me, but they keep making
mistakes. They make stories about me
and what I was. Here is my favorite
story.
It was autumn (because of the
sloeberry being in season) and I was
making passage through the
mountains. The climate was more
temperate then, allowing passage
through the higher altitudes late in
the season. I was from a village from
the South and was traveling North. It is
likely I had some animals with me, but
was separated from them somehow. I
was searching for new hunting
materials to replace lost and broken
ones. I had a nice six foot curved piece
of yew, but had not yet fashioned a
line to it to make a bow. I had twelve
arrows, two finished with flint tips and
feather flights, contained in a deerskin
quiver. I was an accomplished hunter
as shown through the use of materials
in my weaponry. My bows were made
of the very material used for making
bows for thousands of years to come
and my finished arrows show a keen
awareness of ballistics. My finely
stitched grass cape with crude repairs

shows varying skill levels and
specialization . Also my tools show
evidence of trade and an egalitarian
culture, by the mixture of both finely
crafted items and lesser quality ones
made from materials found over a
large area. My ax was my real treasure.
A copper blade of the Remedello style
never before seen this early. Pure
copper means knowledge of
metallurgy in my village, shifting the
dates of the Stone Age. I was Stone
Age, but I had a super ax. It must have
been the envy of all. My dagger, sharp
as a razor, was flint and characteristic
of other finds. I had a pouch with a
form of fungus found to have certain
medicinal value. I was not a medicine
man, but did carry an early version of a
first aid kit. Along with this came the
stone disk with leather thong used as
an amulet. The three sets of parallel
lines on my lower back as well as the
cross on the back of my knee are not
identification marks because of their
inappropriate location. They must
have had an inner meaning, perhaps a
rite of passage or spiritual marking. My
possessions were explicable and my
fate tragic for a man of my death
location, but what of my people? They
missed my return. Stela erected for

those passed on may have been
created for me. I knew of this culture
and I knew of those peoples who
created etchings on stones depicting
scenes in which I partook. I most
certainly was a mountain man.
My tale is not unique, but the
tale of my body is. What a legacy I have
left to be studied through the means
that someday will be considered as
crude as the implements I carried.
Why do you wish to know so much
about me? Why am I so important that
other things are overlooked? You are
missing so much. I create wonders for
anthropologists, archaeologists,
climatologists, historians, journalists,
physicians, etc. Is it not the joy of every
creature to live in more than one
period of time? My eyes, still intact,
gaze into yours, too. There is a
difference in all the people who study
me and my body. Many people study
my body and make up stories. It must
be fun to do that, but they will never
learn anything from my body. They
must study me. They must learn who I
am. My body provides very little. I am
who they want to know. They are very
close, but they forget very easily about
life and people and concentrate too
much on victory. 0

What the Frog Saw
for Carolyn and john
The reflection of their embrace
riffles over Cayuga's waters
her blond hair, a torch illuminating
the algae gathered just below
the surface like a field of winter
wheat. He is all angles, the Tin Man
with a heart on his sleeve. She
doesn't seem to mind that
his kisses clang against her lips.
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Good and Bad in Books

Margaret Atwood. The Robber Bride.
New York: Doubleday, 1993.
She is a small woman in a room
full of women. Scattered among the
crowd that pressed into a Chicago
bookstore late last December, there
were plenty who appeared bolder,
sharper, more "artistic"-more worthy
of the gathering that overflowed the
confines of bookstalls to spill out onto
the unfriendly winter sidewalk. If she
hadn't had a microphone, she might
not have been noticed at all-even
raised on a platform she was hardly visible, even to me (and I'm no slouch in
height), in the sea of faces. But
because she was louder than everything else, we listened to what she had
to say. Then, because of what she had
to say, we listened all the more. For, in
that one half-hour reading, Margaret
Atwood proved herself to be just as
captivating, just as delightful, and just
as confrontational as the writing that
has taken her work to the top of the
lists of best sellers.
I heard some guy next to me
whisper, "Boy, this woman has balls!"
No, buddy, she has much more
February 1994

than that (don't you just wish that was
all you needed for such popularity
among women). Atwood has the talent
to spin a captivating yarn of the fairer
sex a"nd a pen sharp enough to shave it
so close it leaves you dangling over
some sharp truths-uncomfortable, to
be sure, .but invigorating all the same.
She's fun, but she's honest. And she
hits hard.
Atwood's latest conceit puts the
squeeze on an oh-so-innocent targetfairy tales. We all know these favorite
stories; most of us grew up on them,
Atwood included. Now she's put her
giant-sized imagination to work on
that most gruesome of all stories in the
Grimm treasury, "The Robber
Bridegroom." What's the attraction to
such a fiance-devouring saga of ruthlessness and betrayal? Once again,
Atwood leaves us shaking-although
we know not if from horror or fascination-as she unveils that vilest of all villains (sparing none of the gory details)
and reveals that it is a woman.
Gasp! A woman? Could we ever
believe that such a villainess really
exists? Well, why not? This is precisely
the question that Atwood explores in
her new novel, The Robber Bride. Along
the way, she challenges gender conventions, ponders conditions of selfidentity, questions the way in which
individuals construct reality, and has,
in general a lot of wild and wicked fun.
Here's the scenario: Tony, Roz,
and Charis, friends from their university days, meet for lunch at the Toxique,
an alternative restaurant just this side
of illegal, where they will talk as if they
are younger than their near-middleages, and try not to mention the
unhappiness they have in common.
The sun is moving into Scorpio, a wind
has picked up on the lake, and it is
altogether a beautiful day until Zenia,
a mutual acquaintance of the three,
"returns from the dead" and is seated
at the next table. Tension mounts as
they covertly stare at Zenia who, readers are told, looks bigger (at least in
breast size) and better than when the
women last saw her before her funeral
five years ago. Tony, Roz, and Charis
leave together and part on the street,
each beginning her own nightmarish

journey through
memories. For the past that has just
walked by, too well-coifed and madeup to be any kind of other-worldly
ghost, is the unhappiness they shared.
And they know now what they didn't
know then: she's out for blood.
Zenia is the Robber Bride, a siren
to men and enemy to women who
have men they love. She is beautiful,
she is dangerous. She can be more
ruthless than any villain in any childhood tale. Her specialties are lies,
deceits, and betrayals. She is evil incarnate-and the most invigorating character ever to be born of Atwood's pen.
What is the fascination? Readers
may wonder if Atwood even realizes
what she has created. Certainly she
seems, at times, just as smitten as Tony,
Roz, Charis, and the several scores of
men who are painted as Zenia's lackeys in the novel. There is an undeniable attraction of victims to Zenia, as
inevitable as moths to a flame. This
seems true not in spite of her evil, but
exactly because of it. Zenia is powerful
because she is unexpected. The sneak
attack: a tactic that Tony, the short,
blunt military historian, would admire.
As indeed she does admire
Zenia, after a fashion. After a betrayal
of a friendship, after a competition for
a lover, after hatred and desire for
revenge and a stake-out where Tony
has laid in wait in the lobby of Zenia's
hotel, after all of it, Tony has to admit
that she finds Zenia liberating. Tony,
too, has a thirst for the bloody details
and has a mind like a trap. Too much
so for the male colleagues who share
her historical discipline, and find it
odd that she strays from the study of
war-time fashion and gender roles.
Only her fortuitous diminutive stature
and carefully chosen lace collars earn
her forgiveness for her eccentric intelligence.
So, as bright as she is, Tony cannot entirely shrug off the blame for
Zenia's raids on her life. Tony knows
that people like Zenia cannot get into
one's life unless one invites them in.
Then, why did she tangle with Zenia at
all? What did tiny Tony stand to gain
from Zenia's presence? For that matter, what did dumpy, corporate-success
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Roz have to gain, or gentle new-agespiritualist-cum-hippie Charis? These
three mild, play-by-the-rules, settledown women are nothing like the
alluring and deceitful Zenia.
Exactly. She is everything they
are not, or everything they appear not
to be. She is the violent defender that
was beaten down in Charis by a sexually-abusive relative. She is the seducer
that Roz suffered but never could be
herself. She has all the self-assurance
and force that Tony can only read
about. Moreover, she is aggressive,
destructive, and unfeeling-the sum
total of everything women are not supposed to be. Zenia shows us what we
are most ashamed of. She is our
unmade beds, our unwashed floors;
she is those dirty dishes we have buried
in the sink of our souls. She flaunts all
those faults, and is still strikingly beautiful. It's no wonder that Tony, Roz
and Charis are attracted to her; she is
the incarnation of what they might be
if only they were more daring.
The four women together offer
considerable food for thought. Who is
hiding more? Zenia, with her lies and
brazen lack of conscience, or Tony,
Roz and Charis, who conceal flaws
deeply imbedded in childhood scars in
order to obey convention? Atwood has
offered a compelling comparison of
interior and physical lives. While the
art of deceit is Zenia's most unsettling
feature, Tony's, Roz's and Charis' dual
personalities are not so comfortable
either. Atwood reminds us vividly that
what you see is not necessarily what
you get-in both temptresses and
housewives. Those who appear to be
princesses may well devour the prince
as soon as marry him. Depending on
the prince, that may be good or bad.
Mter all, what's another prince, more
or less? It's all in how you look at
things.
But be careful where you lookas Atwood's jacket illustration (an eye
clutched in the palm of a dangling
hand) warns, for the hand is quicker
than the eye. And even that hand may
not be certain what the other hand is
up to. Here is a story Houdini would
be proud of, with so many tricks and
turns, so much sleight of hand and
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illusion that the reader may not always
be certain of that final escape-for the
characters and for herself. The book is
a great read-the spectacle delighful
and its performance astounding. Just
remember, more is going on inside
than meets the eye. Glaring back at the
eye on the cover, we can feel Atwood's
hand racing before us in the book,
shaping and setting up the finale that
can always be anticipated in her novels
but can never be quite prepared for.
Zenia comes back from the dead on
page 4. What follows on the other 462
pages will amaze you even more.

Meridith Brand

P.K. McCary, Black Bible Chronicles.
Book One: From Genesis to the Promised
Land. New York: African American
Family Press (an imprint of Multi
Media Communicators, Inc.), 1993.
When I was eight, I read very little of anything that wasn't inside a
word balloon. My mother, being both
a devout Catholic and a resourceful
mother, took the hint and bought me
The Picture Bible, six short volumes covering everyone from Adam to Paul in
the same comic book form that my
twenty odd issues of Th e Micronauts
covered the birth, death , and multiple
resurrections of Baron Karza. Thus, at
a tenderly impressionable age-l was
only a year removed, according to
Catholic doctrine , from being unresponsible for my crimes-my mother
introduced me to the Bible in a language I both understood and loved to
speak.
Such is the sort of mother P.K.
McCary, author of the Bla ck Bible
Chronicles, wishes to be to an entire
generation of black youths. A 39 year
old black journalist, single mother,
and author of various Biblical poems
and essays, McCary wants to make the
Bible accessible and meaningful to
those to whom Andrew Young, mayor
of Atlanta, refers (in the book's
Forward) as "America's youth at risk."
These youth comprise, according to

Young, "... a lost generation for whom
communication is difficult, and hope
and purpose seem only words."
McCary's goal is to transmit the Bible's
hopeful and purposeful message to
these new poor in spirit in a language
they can understand-"a street language," as Young calls it-thus keeping
the sacred message constant while
altering the presentational "medium."
However, the medium often has
more impact on meaning than the
translator would like. Just as I gave
David's battles against the Philistines
in The Picture Bible more weight than
Jesus' ministry (heroes and villains
were more meaningful within the
comic genre than healings or exorcisms) so too does the Black Bible
Chronicles emphasize certain, perhaps
unfortunate, aspects of Yahweh's character. Take the third commandment,
for instance: ''You shouldn't diss the
Almighty's name, using it in cuss words
or rapping with one another. It ain't
cool and payback's a monster." Not
only here but repeatedly in the Black
Bible Chronicles the emphasis is on "paybacks" and other terms related to the
economic genre, the language of creditorI debtor-a language that, it would
seem, would only reinforce the unfortunate idea that a marginalized youth
has immense debts to higher-ups that
she is incapable of squaring.
But the problems with the Black
Bible Chronicles extend beyond the
question of what genre pervades the
new text. When I showed the Bible to
a black friend, who in turn read it to a
group of black children, the response
was almost unanimous: resentment at

0 Meridith Brand, a VU graduate
of 1993, now works in public relations
at a resort outside Chicago, and
attends readings in local bookstores as
often as she can.

0 Craig Greenman graduated from
VU in 1993 with a degree in philosophy. Remaining in Valparaiso temporarily, he edits a publication called
The Scarlet Letter, and plays drums in
a local band.
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McCary's attempt to. peg black idioms
into a hardened textual format. Like
blacks in Steve Martin's The Jerk, my
friend and the children found
McCary's attempt to "speak to the
youth" either insulting or just plain
silly. And for good reason, I think.
McCary is attempting to translate a
written text into a predominantly oral
culture. To do so, she must harden
the oral language to a point where
translation is possible. 'Type" must be
solidified to "token" such that an
equivalence of meaning can be
assured between two very different cultures. However, by petrifying the oral
culture and curing it of its indeterminacy, McCary also robs it of the vibrant
life that let it continually metamorphosize itself. Thus, the slang that once
embodied a culture's creativity
becomes objectified so that another
culture's object of meaning, the
"Almighty" (as McCary translates Him)
can enter.
Moreover, the aspects of black
youth culture that McCary is able to
petrify are not only dated, but in their
use as translator's tools become
likened to predominantly written genres like economics. "Payback" is a fossilized term in black youth culture
Qames Brown's hit, "The Payback,"
came out decades ago-dating
McCary's own youth). It is also,
because of its broader use and obvious
links to the economic genre, easily
objectified into written form. Thus, it
is more likely to be used by translators
like McCary to inject aspects of written
culture into the lives of black youth.
Indeed, it immediately becomes
apparent that the only idioms which
can link an oral youth culture with an
over-arching written one are those having to do with either· economics or violence. In its confrontation with a
culture that wants to harden it and
strip it of its creativity, an oral culture
has two options: sell itself (let itself be
objectified) or fight back (objectify the
Other so as to destroy it).
Consequently, the characters in the
"crossovers" between black youth culture and white written culture-for
exampie, the Black Bible Chronicles-are
predominantly phrased in terms of
Fel:nuary 1994

paybacks, either in commerce or war.
An entire problematic is thus
introduced.
Are oral cultures
marginalized precisely because they
are oral? What does it mean to give
them a message of "salvation" when
that very message only petrifies their
language and robs them of their creativity? Or is this precisely what is
meant by "salvation," to objectify language so that participation in the written culture becomes possible, thus
ending marginalization? Should we be
surprised that the only "voice" of black
youth culture that white society hears
is either violent or prostitutional (e.g.,
having to do with either guns or drugs,
or both)? By forcing a confrontation
with a written culture, are we robbing
black youth of all their creativity
besides that which must be invented to
defend themselves, that is, those words
which objectify and dismiss representatives of written society? And is this
phenomenon necessarily limited to
black youth? Could it also apply to
white youth and their often resentful
reaction to linguistic institutionalization in the university or secondary
school? Finally, given the social and
ethical pitfalls, is the translation of a
written myth into an oral language for
the salvation of the orally marginalized
a very good idea at all?
All these questions are very
important to me, and come, I think,
from a thoughtful confrontation with
the Black Bible Chronicles. You will
probably come away from this book
considering it either a misguided
attempt to huckster kids into liking
Yahweh or a valid shot at crossing the
cultural barrier with a message of salvation. My feeling is that if you're of the
latter frame of mind, you haven't lived
close enough to the conflict. Either
way, there's more to come. McCary's
working on a translation of the four
Gospels called Rapping about Jesus, of
which she states, "All I want to do is
introduce kids to Jesus; it doesn't matter how you get it." But what if kids
don't want to be introduced?

Notes on Poets0 Mike Chasar has won numerous
awards for his poetry, both before his
graduation from VU in 1993 and since
that time. He has had a selection of his
poems published in chapbook form by
the Federation of State Poetry Clubs,
and in his senior year edited The
Lighter. He is working in Chicago and
considering graduate school in writing.

0 Paul David Steinke works at a medical center in New York City, and has
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has published his poetry in The Cresset
and a variety of other publications.
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